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Officials: Electing board bad move 
By John Baldwin 
Staff Writer 
The chancellor and the 
chairman of the Board of 
Trustees feel that electing 
board members rather than 
having them appointed by the 
governor would be a negative 
move. 
A hill introduced into the 
Illinois House of Represen-
tatives by' Rep. James Mc-
Pike, D-Alton, seeks to have 
members of the board elected 
rather than appointed. 
Harris Rowe, chairman of 
the Board of Trustees, said 
that having trustees elected 
"would clutter up the ballot. " 
"I don't think most people 
would know ..who the can-
didates for the board would 
be, " lie said. 
"J think we have a very good board now and I 
would hate to Jose them. If ~'ou get an elective 
board, you jeopardize both those principles. 
You're likely to get board members who have 
their own agendas." 
McPike said be was 
presented with a petition 
signed by 1,600 people \lho felt 
the trustees weren't respon-
sive to them. The petitioners 
felt that "the people serving on 
the board are simply not 
responsive," he said. 
McPike said that be doesn't 
know any of the board 
members or deal with the 
-Lawrence Pettit 
board, Stl be couldn't give a 
personal o~inion on the board's 
cC::::S'Lawrence K. 
Pettit said that if trustees were 
elected, "we would have no 
idea who we would get, for one 
thing." 
"I think we have a very good 
board now and I would bate to 
lose them," bE: said ''They 
Staff Pilato by Allin Ha_ 
Inspecting evidence 
Murphysboro firp!!:;hters inspect the home out at 6:40 p.m. Mileur lives at 605 21st Sl 
of Mike Mileur on Tueday after a fire broke The tire's cause was unknown. 
This Morning 
Hostages freed, 
hijackers flee 
- Page 15 
Gaebegives 
Salukis a split 
-.- Sports 24 
Partly cloudy. 72. 
Gay community asked 
about man's murder 
By Richard Goldl'tein 
Student Writer 
Police have been in-
vestigating the gay com-
mU"lity of Carbondale in 
connection with the murder of 
Michael D. Miley, members of 
the Gay and Lesbian People's 
Union said. 
Miley's body was found in 
the trunk of his car April 10 on 
Rocky Comfort Road in nor-
theast Union County. Police 
have not disclosed how be was 
killed or the nature of his 
wounds. 
Miley was known to be a 
homosexual, GLPU members 
See MILEY, Page 6 
don't represent any special 
interests. They're OD there to 
represeat the entire SIU. It's 
exb'emely important that a 
board act collectively . 
"If you get an elective 
board. ieona..m7-'" both 
thcR ~~r.-Pettit said. 
"You're likely to get board 
members who have their own 
agendas. I'm saying that's 
likely. not that it's inevitable." 
Pettit said that at the 
University of Illinois, wbere 
board memben are elected, 
things seem to be working out 
well. 
But the U of I alumni 
association nominates can-
didates, be said - a pmrision 
that isn't in McPike's bill. 
"All of us at the Universi.ty 
would be taking a serious 
gamble to give up the bo&rd we 
now have and see what 
emerges out of the electoral 
process, "Pettit said. 
McPike said be feels the bill 
bas little chance of passing. He 
bas told that to the people who 
presented bim with the 
pelili6D, he added. 
Gus Bode 
Gua NY' II doesn't matt. 
how you pick ...... you can't 
trusl •. tru ..... 
AIDS task force 
to prevent crisis 
By Jack. Hampton 
Staff Writer 
The recently appointed AIDS 
task force will meet for the 
flJ'St time at 7 a.m. Friday in 
the Anthony Hall Balcony 
Room. 
President John C. Guyon, in 
what be termed an attempt to 
act rather than react to a 
potential AIDS crisis, ap-
pointed the task force to 
coordinate the University's 
efforts· to provide care, 
counseling, education and 
preventative measures. 
"The question we ask our-
selves is do we wait until the 
problem is here and tben 
frantically look for ways of 
dealing with it or do we look at 
other places that are already 
dealing with the problem and 
learn from their mistakes," 
Colleen Norman. who worked 
with the task force in its in-
fancy, said. 
"The task force has been 
appOinted to assess and 
evaluate the issues relating to 
AIDS on a college campus," 
Norman said. "It 'will serve 
also to provide coordination 
for the .AlDS. programs on 
~~:~. • is . currrently 
seeking grants from the Health 
Service to deal with AIDS and 
other health issues. 
Both Norman and Cathy 
Devera, coordinator of 
sexuality counseling for the 
Health Service's Wellness 
Center, said the task force will 
benefit by the knowledge 
gained in communities and 
campuses where the disease is 
more prevalent. 
See AIDS, Page 6 
Dorms set to hold 
urgent blood drive 
By Phyllis Coon 
Staff Writer 
Brush Towers will hold an 
emergency blood drive from 
noon to 5 p.m. Friday in tbe 
lobbies of Schneider and Mae 
Smith halls. 
The blood drive is open to all 
University students. Vivian 
Ugent, eOordinator of the Red 
Cross blood drive, said. 
The drive has a goal of 200 
pints of blood, she said. 
"This drive is aD emergency 
make-up," Ugent said. "We 
fell short of our goal earlier 
this mooth. The students were 
plaDDing a drive for next week. 
But we can't wait because of 
unexpectedly high usage." 
"More people will donate 
because there is a feeling of 
urgency." Ugentsaid. 
The Schneider Hall Council 
expressed aD interest iD 
remedying the shortage, 
Ugentsaid. 
Beth Joy, graduate student 
in higher education, said: "We 
knew there was a low turnout 
at the blood drive. We wanted 
to do something about the 
shortage." 
"We prom~ted the (earlier) 
blood drive in the dortllS'," Joy 
said. "We posted fliers on 
bulletin boards and on the 
floors. But we still felt like a lot 
:rv:.r.le didn't know about the 
More than 100 peol)le in both 
dorms have made com-
mitments to donate, Teri 
Schaefer, coordinator of the 
Mae Smith drive, said. 
Students from the residence 
halls also will fill volunteer 
positions, Ugentsaid. 
"We are hoping some of the 
students who donated earlier 
will volunteer to help," she 
said. Volunteers are being 
asked to work for only two 
bours, Ugentsaid. 
''The more convenient it is 
for peop,le the more they will 
donate, 'Ugentsaid. 
Domino's Pizza is donating 
50 pizzas, she said. Each first-
time donor also will receive a 
flashlight. 
Oil & FilterCharige 
Includes 5 quarts of oil 
$ 9. 9 2willcheCkfiltersfree 
Offer good through 4-24-88 
Fact: The mam reason for a breakdown is neglect of 
changing air filter & air breather filter. 
IImerlcan Clas & Wash 
IIa=, 315 E. Wainut..carbondale 
~ SummerScn".c:e Houn: 
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Aiao Nlateado : ~~, Bahrain. (PPI) - Iran fu-ed a s':'ri'!lce-to-surface 
l ames .. d .. missile mto the Kuwaiti desert Wednesday, DllSSmg a U.S.-run 
.. oil installation, and pounded Iraqi targets after suffering.heavy 
cartridges .. losses in clashes with U.S. and Iraqi forces. Oil tankers plied the 
54'.0413 guH Wednes~y despite reports of mines in the waterwa~ and 
.. reported Ir:uuan attacks on two tankers ~esday. One skiPJ.H!l" 715 S. Umverslty reported "deathly quiet" near the S~cut of H~uz,. which 
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Britain has warned its merchant manners to aVOid while ten-
sions remain high . 
Israel celr;brates 40th anniversary amid riot 
JERUSALEM (UPI) - Israeli soldiers shot and killed a 
Palestinian man Wednesday in a riot that erupted in a Gaza Strip 
refugee camp despite harsh restrictions imposed ~ prevent 
violence during Israel's Independence Day ceJebratiollS. The 
West Bank and Gaza Strip, where Ui millioo Arabs live, were 
sealed off early Wednesday, Israel's ~emorial Day for .f~lI:en 
soldiers and are to remain closed until the end of festiVIties Tb~y night marking the 40th anniversa.'"Y of statehood, an 
army spokesman said. 
Nicaraguan Cardinal threatens to leave talks 
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (UPI) - Cardinal Miguel Obando y 
Bravo threatened Wednesday to halt his participation in peace 
talks between the government and U.s. -backed Contras because 
of "insults" against him by the Sandinista party. Radio Sandino, 
the official voice of the Sandinista National Li6eration Front, in 
a broadcast Tuesday accused the Roman Catholic official of 
"being the intellectual director of the counter-revolution and 
therefore responsible for the crimes and assassinations of 
elderly people and children." 
India wants to play role in Afghan seUlement 
NEW DELHI, India (UPI) - Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, 
asserting India has "vital stakes" in a stable Afghanistan, said 
Wednesday he has invited Afwn ~ident Najib~h for taJ.ks 
on ensuring a strong governruent m Kabul followmg a Soviet 
withdrawal. Gandhi's announcement indicated India intends to 
J 
I 
playa more involved role in efforts to restore normalcy to a post-
occupation Afghanistan. i 
White House urges Senate to OK INF treaty "'"i 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The White House warned the Senate .,~- ' 
Wednesday it must ratify the stalled INF treaty before President fl. .... ;, 
Reagan goes to the Moscow summit or jeopardize the chances of , 
another weapons accord with the Soviets. White House 
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater also conceded chances of Reagan 
and Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev signing a second treaty on " 
reducing strategic arms are somewhat remote, but indicated the 
amount of progress made in the negotiations will likely be the 
highlight of the May 2Ihluoe 2 summit 
Inflation up at fastest rate In more than year 
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Inflation surged at the fastest rate in 
more than a year in March when consumer prices jumped 0.5 
percent, with record price hikes for women's clothing and other 
apparel, the government said Wednesday. When figured on aG 
aDiaWll basis, the March increase in the Consumer Price Index 
W3S 6.4 percent, according to the Labor Department's Bureau of 
Labor Statistics. Higher prices for food, beverages and tran-
sportation also contributed to accelerated inflation. 
THE BLACK STUDE"T CflOCUS 
of the Psychology Department 
High Court upbolds V.A. policy on alcoholism 
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Supreme Court voted 4-3 Wed-
nesday to '~phold a Veterans Administration policy defining 
alcoholism as "willful misconduct," rejecting a bid by two 
recovered alcobolics to win educational benefits under the GI 
Bill. The rule under attack; defining most forms of alcoholism as 
voluntary misconduct, was used to deny two former servicemen 
an extension of the lo-year deadline for us:ng GI benefits. ~ 
MEDRlff WILLIIIMS YOO"ct. Ph.D 
.Private Practitioner, Los Angeles, CA 
"Chemical Dependency 
in Adolescents" 
Thursday, April 21, 1988 
2:00pm-4:00pm 
............... ~~!y~r~J!Y.MH~H~.~¥~!!~rt¥m ......... . 
"Multiple Personality 
Disorders" 
Friday, April 22, 1988 
2:00pm-4:00pm 
University Museum Auditorium 
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AT-T rejects white supremacist proposal 
DENVER (UPI) - Shareholders of American Telepbone & 
Telegraph Wednesday overwhelming rejected a white 
supremacist group's proposal to abolish the company's af-
firmative action programs. But the stockholders also voted 
down. by an even larger margin, a resolution calling for ad-
vancement of more women and minorities in management. More 
than 525 million shareholders, or 91.4 percent, voted against the 
proposal to eliminate minority hiring practices. 
Daily Egyptian 
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St,udent. awaits organ transplants Sigler's 
condition 
improves 
By AntoineHe Hayes 
Staff Writer 
Shortness of brea th and 
frequent fatigue ar"; the main 
health problems that Dianne 
Levin, a heart and lung 
transplant candidate, now 
faces. 
Levin, a third year law 
student from Desoto, is one of 
three Southern Illinoisians 
awaiting a heart and lung 
transplant. 
She said students from the 
law schoo! and graduate 
studeLts in psychology have 
been extremely helpful by 
pianning sev(>.ral funilraisers 
to help her with medical ex-
penses. The group, which 
established the Dianne Levin 
Medical Fund, meets every 
Monday to plan fundraising 
events, she said. 
A benefit for the fund, 
sponsored by the psychology 
department, will be held at 8 
p.m. tonight at Jeremiah's 
restaurant and lounge. 
Dan Thomsen, acting 
chairman of the group, said 
there will be live band music. 
Donations will be $3. 
A bowling fundraiser is set 
for 9 p.m. Sunday at the 
Egyptain Sport Center. 
Donations will be$S. 
During Springfest the group 
plans to raise money with a 
"It cost $10,000 to 
have an evaluation. 
The transpla.nt alone 
could cost $124,000 
and medication could 
run about $600 a 
mon.th . .. 
-Dianne Levin 
"jail," in which prominent 
members from the University 
and the community will be 
"held," Thomsen said. He said 
a person would have to "post 
bail" with a donation for the 
fund before they could be 
released. 
Levin said the present 
fundraisers are to help pay for 
her initial evaluation. 
"It cost $10,000 to have an 
evaluation," Levin said. "The 
transplant alone could cost 
$124,000 ar.d medil!ation could 
run about $600 a month." This 
does not include going to 
Barnes Hospital in St. Louis 
twice a week for treatment, 
she added. 
"Insurance companies will 
not pick it (the medical ex-
Dianne Levin 
penses) up because lhe 
surgery is still in the ex-
perimental stage," she said. 
Levin has Eisenmenger's 
Syndrome with Pulmonary 
Hypertension. 
She explained that Eisen-
menger's Syndrome occurs 
when there is a hole in the wall 
of the heart separating the two 
chambers, with one side of the 
heart becoming enlarged. 
This syndrome produces 
high blood pressure in the 
lungs, scarring them and 
making gas exchange very 
difficult. The lungs become 
A benefit for the 
Dianne Levin Medical 
Fund, sponsored by 
the psychology 
department, will be 
held tonight 
irreversibly damaged and 
begin to fail. 
Levil. said she has not been 
placed on a waiting list for 
surgery, but is being 
monitored for any changes in 
her cond!tion. 
She is considered a good 
candidate for the transplant 
because her health has not 
deteriorated and she is still 
functioning well, she said. 
But Levin said she doesn't 
know how long her condition 
will be stable. Eventually it 
will begin to get worse, she 
added. 
"It couid be a couple of week 
or a couple of months. You just 
don'i. know," she said. 
Those wishing to give 
donations to the Dianne Levin 
Medical Fund can send them 
to the First National Bank and 
Trust in Carbondale or can 
contact Dan Thomsen at 536-
2301. 
The condition of lung-
transplant recipient 
Robin Sigler improved 
and was upgraded from 
critical to serious 
Wednesday, Barnes 
Hospital spokesman John 
Miller said. 
Sigler remains in an 
intensive care unit at the 
st. Louis hospital where 
the emergency surgery 
was performed Sunday 
morning, Miller said. 
The lung replaced one 
Sigler received in 
November 1986. At Ulat 
time she received two 
lungs and a heart. 
The additional lung 
surgery Sunday was the 
third performed in the 
United States. 
Sigler, 26, was ad-
mitted to the hospital 
Friday after she ex-
perienced breathing 
problems. 
S:gier is a former SIU-
e graduate student who 
rfoceived a bachelors 
degree from the 
University in 1984. 
Housing policy to be changed for sophomores 
By Ben Bauman 
Student writer 
and Phyllis Coon 
Staff Writer 
Sophomores no longer will 
have the opportunity to live in 
unapproved off-campus 
housing after the fall 
semester, the director of off-
campus housing said. 
For the past two years 
freshmea who bave aclJieved a 
3.0 grade point average during 
the faD semester were aDoweil 
to move into unapproved off-
campus housing starting their 
sophomore year. 
But after fall semester, they 
no longer will be able to, Letha 
Rauback, director of off-
campus housing, said 
Sophomores are normally 
required to live in University-
approved housing, but this was 
one exception to the rule, she 
said. - . 
"It was meant to free up a' 
few extra spaces in resideDce 
halls," Catherine Hunter, 
assistant director of 
··· .. ·y·:·j'i·R·D·S··· · · 
· 
· : 
: 
1C •••• rParty 
•••••••• 
Matilda Boy 
Cooler75¢ 
must be 
21 
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: .,.,.,N WASHING TON 529-SaO& 
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· : 
: 
• 
· : 
University Housing, said. 
"This is the last year we an-
ticipate having to do that. .. 
It also was an incentive for 
students to work for a high 
grade point average, Rauback 
said. 
The opening of University 
Hall, a sophomore-approved 
off-campus housing facility on 
South Wall St., will relieve 
some f1l the overcrowding f1l 
~mpus housing, Rauback 
said. 
University Housing still is 
offering fall contracts for 
campus housing, Hunter said. 
But campus housing is ex-
pected to be full this fall, she 
said. 
Harvey Welch, vice 
president for student affairs, 
was responsible for the can-
:\~ti~~ of ::J!ri'3!~d!:\~~ 
because an exception often 
becomes a rule. 
"The exceptioa was uever 
intended to De permaneat," 
Raubad said 
GJik's 87th 
Anniversary Sale! 
Juniors' and Misses' 
Woven Shirts 
Entire R£gular Stock 20% Off 
Cotton Sweaters 
Entire Regular Stock 20% Off 
Skirts 
Entire R£guIor Stock 30% Off 
Casual Pants 
Entire Stock 20% Off 
Knit Pants 
Entire Stock 20% Off 
Men's and Young Men's 
Wow!n Shirts 
Entire Regu/m Stock 20% Off 
Knit Tops 
Entire R£gular Stock 20% Off 
Pants 
Entire Stock 20% Off 
Shorts 
Entire R£gular Stork 20% Off 
Swimwear 
Entire R£gulJJr Stock 20% Off 
Glik's Anniversary comes only once 
a year-and this is it! Find terrific 
savings storewide on men's and 
women's brand name sportswear 
that you can use for months and 
months ahead. Don't miss it! 
Glik's 
Rauback said she recieved a 
lwt of people who are going to 
be sophomores in the fall and 
their grade point averages. 
"At this point, 54 people ha ve 
filled out request forms," 
Rauback added. 
Last year 78 people took 
advantage of the· exception, 
Eligible students still have 
time to take advantage of the 
oiler by £J1ling out a request 
form at tbe off-campus 
housing office at Washington 
SquareB, Rauback said. 
609 South D1inois Ave .. Phone 549-8200 
Open Monday thru Saturday. 9:30 a.m. to I> p.m. 
Sale good thru Saturday. April 23. 
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Opinion & Commentary 
Tax-tlike campaign 
poorly organized 
WE HATE TO say it, but we told you so. 
Day of Action II, despite the hype and high expectations, 
drew only about 15 SIU-C students to Springfield. One 
wonders what impression this apathetic, or more ac-
curately, pathetic, showing will have on local legislators 
when it comes to voting on a tax increase. 
Legislators generally are meant to represent the views 
of the majority of their constituents. In this case, it seems 
most local legislators would be inclined to vote against a 
tax increase, if Day of Action II is any indication of the 
level of local support for one. 
But we don't believe support for a tax hike reaUy is as 
low as Day of Action II indicaf.es. 
THE DISCREPANCY BETWEEN the number of people 
at Day of Action II and the presumed level of local favor 
for a tax hike indicates an ineffective campaign to involve 
SIU-C students and employees in the fight for an increasE'. 
Day of Action II has shown bey:md any shadow of a doubt 
that 1960s-type protest marches and the like are not 
working. . 
This indicates that one of two things probably is true. 
Either the 19805 generation is so apathetic that no type of 
grassroots movement is possible. or the local organization 
of public support has been lacking - or more likely, 
misguided. 
The major flaw with the SIU-C campaign for support has 
been the emphasis placed on Day of Action II. After a 
sorry showing at Day of Action I, local organizers should 
have realized a change in !;trategy was called for. In a 
way, they did learn from the failure of the first Day of 
Action. 
MORE EMPHASIS WAS placed on encouraging sup-
porters of a tax hike to write to or visit their legislators, 
pointing out that they plan to keep in mind each 
legislator's vote in the next election. Organizers also ran a 
voter-registration drive, recognizing that, if students don't 
vote, they won't be able to influence legislators. 
All of these actions are logical ways to fight for a tax 
bike for higher education and campus organizers are to be 
praised for their efforts in this regard. 
But the Day of Action II may prove to be the fatal flaw 
that brings about the failure of the cause. By placing such 
emphasis on a demonstration that was more or Jess 
doomed from the start, local organizers provided op-
ponents to the tax hike a convenient opportunity to justify 
their opposition. . 
NOT ONLY WAS the basic idea of Day of Action n a bad 
one, but it also was scheduled on a most inopportune date. 
TOO same afternoon on which this state's young activists 
were meant to be parading around Springfield, SIU-C's 
conscientious students were to be in the polling booths. 
Obviously, SIU-C organizers didn't bave sole control 
over the scheduling of the protest. But one would think the 
leaders of the state's second most important university 
could bave some influence on changing the date to avoid 
such a self-defeating scheduling conflict. 
All in all, Day of Action II was, as expected, a waste of 
time. But supporters of a tax increase cannot allow this 
failure to discourage them. The fight for a much-needed 
tax hike is not over. In fact, it's just gearing up. 
Quotable'Quotes 
"She can do what she wants, but I don't think it's right, 
because our two situations are complete1y different. After all, 
she was a prostitute." Jesliica Hahn,. 011 being compared with 
Debra Murphee, who has rtH:l'eated her nude peses for Jim 
Bakker in Penthouse. 
Doonesbury 
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Letters 
Birth control awareness needed 
Believe it or not, unmarried 
males on the campus of SIU-e 
can get pregnant too! Well, at 
least they can make a big· 
decision as to whether or not a 
pregnancy occurs. 
Many times people say 
::=~o: &a~:!t\~e!.:: :: 
tango." So, males, remember 
when you have sex with no 
provision for birth control, you 
may eventually cause a 
pregnancy. When a pregnancy 
occurs, people should say, 
"they" got pregnant, in-
dicating there was a male 
involved. 
Preventing unwant(ld births 
is often considered to be ex-
clusively a female respon-
sibilitv. 
It is higb tUne every male in 
this country faces the fact that 
it is our human and societal 
responsibility not to make an 
accidental child as the result of 
our personal pleasures. Rev. 
Jesse Jackson once said, "It 
doesn't take a man to make a 
baby, to takes a man to raise 
one." 
Yes, I think we all agree that 
hirth control can be a 
nuisance, especially in the 
beat of passion, but eonsider 
the alternatives. They include 
getting married while in 
school, paying c.lilld support, 
dropping out of school, or 
pumping gas aD of your life. 
One rule to remember 
concerning male responsibility 
for birth control is to never 
assume your partner is 
providing birth control unless 
you ba,'e a very com-
municative, trusting 
relationship. Use a condom, or 
better yet, take a cold shower. 
Secoodly, spread the word 
and never assume your friends 
are practicing birth control. 
Tell rour friends who should be 
praticing birth control but 
aren't, and that you feel it is 
imperative they use it. Be 
gentle, and explain to them 
::t!"lou kDow ahoot birth 
Males, be responsible, and 
show concern for yourself, 
your girlfriends, your family, 
and uItimate1y, your pon-
tentiaUy unwanted or UD-
plaDDed baby. - Barry 
Hancock, graduate stlJdent, 
beallb edueadGa 
Don't go Greek just to make new friends 
Many freshmen get the 
impression that tt;!Al':!ck and 
easy solution to . g new 
friends at college is joining a 
fraternity or a sorority. I have 
nothing against fraternities 
and sororities, but I think that 
they tend to give many new 
students the idea that if they 
doa't 80 Greek they'll be a 
geek. 
I think joining an 
organization lite that should 
not be allowed until a person'. 
sophomore year, because by 
tbeD students have gotten into 
the groove of things aDd they 
have enough frieDds so that 
they will not feel pressured 
into ~ something just to 
make friends. 
Many first year studeDts are 
also not aware of the pMblems 
that come aloIIg with pl~. 
For instance, a lot of times 
people wbo are pledging tend 
to have a substantial decrease 
in their grade point average, 
as weD as their bank accounts, 
because of all thep' ftleS 
and the para . that 
pledges need to y. 
I think that it is the job of 
each fraternity and sorority to 
teU prospective pledges 
exactlY wbat they are gettng 
into. 'tbat includes the positive 
and negative aspects of 
pledging. - B. Dallali, 
freshman computer science. 
Stupidity rules as group smokes by infant 
The other day, while sitting 
in the Student Center, I saw 
something that really 
disturbed me. At a table 
nearby, a group of people was 
sitting, chattmg, drinking 
coffee, and smoking. Nothing 
wrong with that I thought, but 
then I noticed that there was a 
baby, not more than 2 months 
old, laying by a smaD portable 
bed in the center of the table, 
and tbesmoke. 
'!be adults at the table were 
puffing the smoke from their 
cigarettes directl into the 
face of this poor ::rant What is 
wrong with you? I am a DOll-
smoker and if I don't want to 
breath your smoke, I can get 
up and leave or go into the non-
smoker's section, but this poor 
infant can't! 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
Would you open your baby's 
mouth and feed it cancer at 
"din-din" time? (or is it 
"smoke-smoke" time?) 
Needless to say, tbu baby was 
squinting and crying from the 
smoke, and I couldn't help but 
feel sorry for it. Your baby is 
smart eDougb to know the 
smoke is badfor it, why aren't 
you? - Scott Clark, senior, 
computer scienee. 
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Viewpoint 
Sensationalism may sell papers, 
but don't buy everything you read 
B, TabJ EcUrt 
Staff Writer 
CAVEMAN LOOKED LIKE 
ELVIS. 
ADAM AND EVE FOUND 
IN ASIA .•. aDd she was a spaee 
alien, say shocked scientists. 
EXCLUSIVE! FIRST 
PHOTO EVER OF VAMPIRE 
VICTIlII. 
These are just a few of the 
bJockbuster Deadlines culled 
from the front pages of the 
Weekly World News, the best 
of the worst of the super-
market tabloids. And if you 
think those are the epitome of 
creativity, just read some of 
these leads: 
"A UFO with the C0n-
federate Stars and Bars on its 
belly swooPed over a crowded 
ball park, oroadcating 'Dixie' 
before it vanished over the 
horizon!" 
"Weirdo Welsbman Dai 
Morgan "Woo.lld pass up a juicy 
steak any time for scrump-
tious mouthfuls of his favorite 
foods - slimy little worms and 
maggots." 
"Shy little Shou-yu Yank 
was born a boy, but his pea-
brained parents made him 
wear dreSses, play with dolls 
and muguerade as a girl 
every waking moment - to 
protect him from imaginary 
evil spirits." 
Of course, papers like the 
Weekly World News are 
aberrations in the world of 
journalism. The headlines and 
stories they traffic in are so 
outrageously inane that they 
provoke laughter and tongue 
clucking even from the most 
gullible of readers. 
But the twisted brand or 
joumalism practiced by tbe 
supermarket tabloids is not as 
rar removed from journalistic 
tradition as most would like to 
believe. As late as the 1930s, 
byperbole, distortion and 
outright fabrication of stories 
was .taDdard practice at 
many of the couotry's largest 
DeWBpapers. This form of 
"yellow journalism" survives 
=::tl'er- f::~it _in i~ ~~ 
bastions of bombast as the 
New York Post. 
The rise of sensationalistic 
journalism Cl!!! be traced to the 
1830s, with the birth of the 
penny press in New York City. 
The papers that constituted 
the peony press bad the noble 
goal of informing and en-
tertaining the common person 
cheaply. 
Tbe beyday of sen-
sationalism came in the early 
1890s, wben pl!blisbin~ 
magnate William Randolpn 
Hearst invaded New York City 
to do battle with another giant 
of journalism, Joseph Pulitzer. 
The sensationalism spawned 
by the circulation wars came 
to a head in 1898, with the 
Spanisb-American War. 
Tensions between Spain and 
the United States ('ver the 
Spani.m occupation of Cuba 
were at all-time high wben the 
American battleship Majne 
exploded in Havana barbor. 
Though the circumstances 
under which the Maine ex-
ploded were unclear at the 
time - and remain so to this 
day - the Journal tr.unpeted 
"DESTRUCTION (JF THE 
WAR SHIP MAINE WAS THE 
WORK OF AN ENEMY." 10 a 
banner headline the same day, 
the World speculated "MAINE 
EXPLOSION CAUSED BY 
BOMB OR TORPEDO?" 
When Hearst sent a reporter 
to cover the ''war'' in Cuba, 
tbe nonplused reporter 
allegedly telegraphed a 
message back to New York 
askiDa what war. Hearst is 
Widely credited witb 
resPODClilul, "You supply the 
stt'iies, I'll supply the war." 
The Journal and the World 
were among the larget:! 
newspapers of their time. 
Thus, sensationalism was the 
status quo. Today it is limited 
largely to the supermarket 
tabloids and dailies of ill· 
~::~led m:~th :!Sti~:'ar: 
publisher Rupert Murdoch. 
'f!lat's not to Ba)' today's 
mamstream press IS free of 
sensationalism. For instance, 
the April 12, 1988, edition of the 
Weekly World News carried 
this beadline: "Roly-poly pet 
owner barbecues her 
husband's parrot - for 
making fat jokes." Several 
~ la~te:u!:~by ~~~ 
news of the woman's sen-
tencing on charges of extreme 
cruelty to animals. 
One bopes that most of the 
people who pick up the Weekly 
World News and other papers 
of its ilk are doing so only out 
of a morbid sense of curiosity 
or to get fa laugb. Un-
fortunately, this is not always 
tbecase. 
For instance, I once met an 
elderly woman whose 
knowloedge of international 
affairs was derived from the 
pages of The National 
Enquirer. She told me the 
Ruskies were going to take 
ewer the COIIIItIy. "without 
firiDg a shot." I told IIer I 
always wondered wbere 
WiJllam F. Buckley got ideas 
for his columns. 
Christian telethon prays off debts 
By D ....... AlcMrdson 
Staff Writer 
"God help the poor," an old 
Scottish JD"!Werb says, "for the 
rich can beIp themselves." 
Trinity Broadcast Network, 
beaded by the Rev. Paw 
Croueb of Santa ADa, Calif., 
bas added a new twist to this 
colloquial wisdom. Rich 
Cbrisfians have found a way to 
help tbemselves by prayirJI 
poor cootributCll'S out of debt, a 
gimmick that uetted more 
than $14 milliOD Moaday, the 
fint day 01 a week-loDg Trinity 
"Praise-a-Tboo. " 
Tbe Praise-a-TbOD really is 
ootbiog more ibao a raise-a-
tbon, a potpourri of ingenious 
fund..raiSiDI tecboiques that 
produce results evea = their success defies reasooa 
explan.tion. Take, for 
example, one of Rev. Crouch's 
Moodily night sermons, in 
which be told viewers, "We 
don't need your money, God 
cloesD't need your mODe)' - but 
you need to give your money." 
This sort of logic could make 
Mr. SI)OCk re-evaluate his 
entire Vulcan thought process. 
One guest preacher told a 
story of an impoverished old 
woman who listened to Trinity 
broadcasts on ber television, 
because the set was so old and 
there wasn't a station close 
enough for clear reception. She 
couldn't really afford it, but 
sbe scraped up something to 
give to TBN, and within a few 
months the woman bad been 
"blessed with riches," .ac-
cording to the enthusiastic 
p~t::.!" Crouch exclaimed, 
and went on to comment that 
DOW she bad eaougb money to 
buy a satellite dish. Soon afterl Crouch had a sensatiOD81 
revelation. He seemed 
astounded at his suddea in-
Bight that "some people are so 
far in debt, what Jiave they got 
toloae?" 
The pragram bad aeveral 
''big moments" Monday night. 
Tbe first came an hour IDto tbe 
broadcast when someone from 
Ohio called in with a _,GOO 
pledge to put them over the 
lDillion mart for just one hour 
of effort. It. didn't take a 
microscope to see the 
jubilation (It couldn't have 
been greed, could it?) on the 
faces of Crouch and his wife 
Jan, a Bilver-baired vers10D of 
Tammy Faye Bat"'''' who 
announced the COOtriDUtiOD. 
Another spine-tingling 
moment came when IDOIIl of 
the cast 1oioed bands to pray 
over sbps with donation 
amounts writtea on them. Tbe 
prayer was designed to "break 
the s . 't of debt" in the coo~tors' lives and bad its 
biblical basis in an Old 
Testament incident the 
preachers never quite 
satisfactorilyexpaJined. 
But the ultimate bigblight of 
the Praise-a-tbon was the 
Croucbs' walk across the 
United States as they 
proclaimed the good news of 
contributions. An elevated 
shape or the good ol' U.S. of A., 
at least as big as most living 
rooms, complete with sueb 
landmarks as the Sears Tower, 
the Gateway Arch and the 
Statue of Liberty, adorned the 
elaborate stage set. What it 
lacked in absui"dity, it made up 
for in gaudiness. 
At one point, as he an-
nounced bOw much a TBN 
aff'iliate iD Florida bad raised, 
standing with his wife 
somewbere in the Gulf of 
Mexico, Crouch actually had 
the audacity to talk about 
wbere be was loing to retire. 
It would be a tOugh choice, 
be said, between Phoenix, 
Miami and a few more exotic 
locations rattled off with a 
little too much fluent 
familiarity. 
Even in the wake of Jim 
Bakker's and Jimmy 
SWaggart's falls. there COD-
tinues to be a bigb-dollar 
market for televangelism. 
Write it off as superstition, say 
that it's just more evidence of 
the cripp)iDg desperation of 
our age; Or, if you must, look at 
it as the proper path to 
salvation. At· any rate, 
something bas gODe terribly 
awry when rich Christians 
COIl][ poor ones to give them 
m~ so God wili lift their 
"spints of debt." 
Any evangelists worth their 
sali. tote Bibles almost 
everywhere. Have any of them 
ever read the part where Jesus 
drives the money-cbangers 
from the Temple, (If" are they 
saving that for 'a crusade 
against "immoral" in-
dustries? 
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USC name change approved 
By Susan Curtis 
StaffWriler 
The Undergraduate Student 
Organization changed its 
name to the Undergraduate 
Student Government at its 
meeting Wednesday night. 
Students VI)ted in favor of a 
name change on a referendum 
00 the student bo.llot last 
Wednesday. 
The name change was im-
plemented to avoid confusion 
with the United Services 
Organization, a unit which 
entertains U.S. armed forces, 
and to include the word 
government in the name. 
In other business the USG: 
-Ratified the results of the 
19118 student elections in which 
Bill Hall and Larvester 
Gaither of the Alliance Party 
W3re elected president and 
vice president. The Alliance 
and Stand parties had 13 
senators elected and the 
Phoenix Party had nine. 
Students voted in favor of 
referendums to: pay a $15 per 
semester fee for a mass transit 
system; pay a $1 per semester 
refundable fee to support the 
Illinois Student Association; 
and have multiple polling 
places in student elections. 
Darrell Johnson was named 
student trustee with 1,400 
votes. 
Dean: Schools need 
parent involvement 
By Susan CurtiS 
StaffWriler 
Students already have 
taken a number of positive 
steps in support of a tax 
incI'ease, John Jackson, 
dean of the College of 
Liberal Arts, told the Un· 
dergradute Student 
Government Wednesday. 
Tbe student governments 
and the lliinois Student 
Association have worked 
bard on projects like Day of 
Action II, a student effort to 
lobby legislators for d)ore 
money for higher education 
held last Wednesday, 
Jackson said. 
Students need to get their 
parents involved by getting 
them to talk to or write their 
legislators, Jackson said. 
-Supported the Carbondale 
Clean-Up scheduled for 
Saturday. 
-Seated Carole Hughes as a 
senator for the College of 
Science. 
"It's (the budget for 
higher education) going to 
get worse next year - and 
this year's budget is a bad 
one," Jackson said. 
Last year students paid 
the price of not having a tax 
increase, he said, adding 
that it also will be more 
difficult to meet teaching 
demands without an in-
crease. 
The public bas to be 
convinced because the 
legislators want to bear 
from the public, he said. 
HIt's uphill, it's a 
struggle, but it (a tax in· 
crease) can be done if we 
create the right political 
circumstances," Jackson 
said. 
-Supported the campus-city 
mass transit system. 
-Tabled a bill to amend the 
USG constitution to allow 
senators to be seated without 
having a 2.0 grade point 
average. 
AIDS, from Page 1-----
"In San Francisco and New 
York, AIDS is a reality," 
Norman said. "Here at SIU-C 
we still have ii.'De before the 
crisis hits. If nothing is done in 
preparation and we have our 
first AIDS case, it could create 
chaos because many people 
are afraid and do not know how 
it will affect them." 
Dwera and Norman have 
visited other universities and 
attended workshops to see how 
other schools are deaJing with 
probJems related to tile AIDS 
crisis. 
"We can learn a Jot from 
them," Devera said. "There's 
no point in re-inventing what 
they have done." 
The individuals who will 
serve on the Task Force 
represent a broad base of 
constituencies on campus. 
.~orman said diversity in the 
tac;k force was needed because 
the problem affects different 
groups in different ways. 
"Administration, housing, 
students - all these groups 
wi'" offer a different per. 
AILEY, 
from Page 1--
said, and his body was found 
near a "cruising" area for gay 
men. 
"He went to the bar (II 
Hearts, Inc.) and occasionally 
to picnics, but he wasn't active 
in GLPU," Rich Backstrom, 
GLPU director, said. 
Michael Botkin, GLPU Pride 
Line director, characterized 
Miley as "in the closet. I'm not 
sure if his parents knew (he 
wasgayl." 
Rocky Comfort Road runs 
perpendicular to Crab Orchard 
Road, a "cruising" place for 
gay men, Botkinsaid. 
"From Crab Orchard Road, 
you can either go towards 
civilization on Route 13, or into 
nowhere on Rocky Comfort 
Road," Botkin said. "It in-
dicates to me that he met 
somebody there (on Crab 
Orchard Road) and they took 
him along the road away from 
Carbondale. " 
Botkin said he did not think 
the murderer was a member of 
the gay community. 
spective," Norman said. 
"Housekeeping will have 
things they need to know that 
people working in other areas 
won't." 
The Health Service already 
is processing a survey of 
sr;c:!.ents to determine the 
extent of their knowledge 
about AIDS and to develop 
baseline data about their 
sexual behavior. The detailed 
survey was mailed to a nUJ-
dam sample 011.250 students. 
"We want r.o find out wbat 
the studenb! know, wbat their 
attitudes and sexual practices 
are," Normansaid. 
~~i:;:,.:a!c!!: s:rJ! 
guess work in assessing the 
students' needs. 
"With the survey, the task 
force woo't have to speculate 
00 what the University com-
munity knows and does," sbe 
said. ''This will belp us to 
develop prograuu: that deal 
with prevention aDd education. 
Policies will be developed for 
dealing with the medical, 
QUigley Hall AudIlO(JUJll 
legal, raCial and ethical isSues 
related to the occurrence of 
AIDS on the campus.'" 
There are a number of 
groups al.-eady working on the 
AIDS program. The Coun-
seling Center of the Wellness 
Center has a People Living 
with AIDS support group. The 
Jackson County Health 
Department offers AIDS 
antibody testing and coor-
dinates tIJe Southern Illinois 
AIDS task force. 
The Student Health Ad-
vocates are developing an 
AIDS workshop to present to 
students in the residence halls. 
The weUness Center bas 
established an AIDS resource 
li~~'Iere are several 
Pf'OS!'IlIDS ill place but a 
problem 01. this magnitude and 
complexity ~ a c0or-
dinated effort,' Devera said. 
"We want to stress preventioo 
and education. It doesn't have 
to become a crisis before 
people cbange their 
lifestyles ... 
General Admlss...:;. ... $1.00 
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Woman faces sentencing 
for murder of her sister 
By Dana DeBeaumont 
Staff Writer 
A Murphysboro woman 
convicted of armed violence 
and the murder of her sister 
last September will be sen-
tencedat9:30a.m. today in the 
Murphysboro Courthouse. 
Dianne Drakeford, 31, will 
be sentenced for armed 
violence against Ellouise 
Burton, a class X felony 
punishable with a minimum 
prison sentence of six years 
and a maximum of 30 years. 
The sentencing originally 
was scheduled for Wednesday 
morning. But after hearing 
sentence pleas from both 
sides, Judge William Lewis 
said he needed time to review 
the evidence. 
"I need to consider 
everything so that there are no 
hasty decisiOns," Lewis said. 
Drakeford told the court, "I 
am very sorry. I love my kids 
and miss them Glore than 
anything. I want to teach them 
better than the way I came." 
Drakeford said that she was 
an alcoholic and that she has 
been attending Alcoholics 
Anonymous meetings. 
"Maybe if I hadn't been 
drinking, it (the murder of 
Burton) might not have never 
happenend," she said. 
"Drinking is not everything in 
your life, but I hate that I had 
to hear it this way." 
Drakeford said, crying, that 
she wished she had had 
so.neone to tell her the thin~ 
she wants to teach her 
children. 
Public defender Robert Van 
Derhoff asked the judge to 
dismiss Drakeford's armed 
violence conviction because, 
he said, armed violence took 
place as part of the secofld-
degree murder and should not 
be considered a separate act. 
It is a "conviction which 
cannot stand and ought not 
stand," VanDerhoff said. 
But State's AttornAy John 
Clemons said that the con-
viction arose from one act and 
that Drakeford must be sen-
tenced on the greater offense, 
which is armed violence. 
Second-degree murder is a 
class 1 felony, punishable with 
a minimum prision sentence of 
four years and a maximum 
sentence of 15 years, whereas 
armed violence is a class X 
felony. 
Judge Lewis told the court 
that he had to be very cautious 
about dismissir.g convictions 
because "if it (the charge) 
came back for retrial, the state 
could be barred from retrying 
the charge." 
He refused to dismiss the 
charge, saying: .. Any time you 
use a weapon, it increases the 
penalty being involved. You 
can have aggravated battery 
without a weapon." 
Drakeford stabbed Burton 
with a knife following an 
argument outside the Palms 
tavern on North Washington 
Street in Carbondale. Burton 
died the next morning at 
Memorial Hospital of Car-
bondale of complications 
related to the stab wound. 
Drakeford is being held in 
the Jackson County Jail. After 
sentencing, she will he taken to· 
the Dwight Correctional 
Center. 
Drakeford's case is the first 
fIrst-degree murder conviction 
sought by Clemons under a 
law, passed in 1987, that states 
second-degree murder is 
differentiated from first-
degree murder througt. con-
sideration of such mitigating 
circumstances as intent or 
malice. 
Lewis said the Supreme 
Court needs to determine the 
definition of murder with 
mitigating circumstances. 
Van Derhoff has said he will 
appeal the conviction because 
the statute is unconstitutional. 
Dance program 'very minimal' 
after budget cuts hit department 
By Dena Schulte 
Staff Writer 
Budget scissors have cut the 
=~:ar~!r::o~~::~ ~nz 
some beginning courses in the 
formerly accredited depart-
ment. 
"We have a very minimal 
dance program," Donna 
Wilson, assistant professor of 
physical education, said. 
Last year, the major and 
minor in dance were cut and 
one faculty member was lost to 
~,~~~pIan,r:::aid. of 
everything," she said. Wilson 
is the only instructor left in the 
dance program. 
"I am finishing and com-
pleting the majors that were 
already in progress," Wilson 
said. Two graduate students 
are left in the dance depart-
ment. 
Limited classes are a 
problem for beginning 
students, she said, because 
there are no classes to help 
them improve and advance. 
"Beginning students who 
come in and audition for a 
performance and don't get it 
can't take classes to learn to 
get better," Wilson said. "In 
order to be in a production, 
students have to come with 
dance skills, because they 
won't be able to learn those 
skills on campus. " 
Gina Cesaril, senior dance 
minor, said she considered a 
double major in dance and 
math education, but the dance 
major was cut before she 
made up her mind. 
"A lot of dancers would've 
liked to have taken some of the 
course. even though they 
weren't majOl"ing in dance," 
Cesaril said. 
Some of her minor classes 
also were cut, she added. 
"I'm getting my minor 
without having to take all the 
classes I should - just to get 
me out of the way:' ('f!saril 
said. "They waived my 
requirements. I'd rather have 
laken the classes and gotten 
Lhe experience .. , 
Productions also have been 
cut, because only one in-
structor and two graduate 
students are left in the 
department, Wilson said. 
Before the budget cuts, the 
dance department had two 
instructors, three graduate 
students and five people 
directing and doing 
choreography, she said. 
"We used to do more student 
concerts, but that was before I 
came," Wilson said. The 
department also had faculty 
concerts each year, she said. 
Now the dance department 
presents concerts by the 
Southern Dlinois Repertory 
Dance Theatre, a student 
organization, each semester. 
These are the only concerts the 
department offers. 
"We don't have input from 
several people and I can only 
do ro much," Wilson said. 
'l'be dance company has had 
problems finding places to 
perform because they used to 
perform in the Pulliam 
auditorium, but it is under 
renovation, Wilson said. 
"We don't have a space to 
rehearse. We get one in here 
and there in the gym and 
recreation center," she said .• 
After renovation is com-
pleted, the Pulliam auditorium 
will be replaced with 
classrooms and a dance studio. 
"We will no longer have a 
performing space," Wilson 
said. 
Last year, the dance 
department asked the theater 
department to incorporate 
dance into their productions, 
but the theater department 
wasn't interested, Wilson said. 
"We did perform in McLeod 
(theater) fast year, but this 
year we were told that they 
didn't have any money to guest 
us." 
But the lack of places to 
perform won't stop the dance 
company, Wilson said. 
··As long as they are in-
terested in doing a per-
formance. they will," she said. 
Kathy Geis, teaching 
assistant and dance major, 
said the cuts have created 
some problems for her, but 
have had some positive 
aspects, too. 
"1 probably wouldn't have 
gotten my assistantship if they 
IJad all die faculty." she said .. 
"The assistantship beJP,«f me 
get the things I wanted. ' 
She said the dance depart-
ment has been "bending over 
backwards" to see that she 
gets the things she needs. 
"Everyone is Ct trying real :r: t:»urJ:~ areoug::io~: 
students here who really enjoy 
dancing and are making every 
effort to continue doing that." 
• .. .. .. • • 
Egyptian Drive-In 
~, ·."tl"~ I\'lIlson Ul • 'DOl' lllU1l6 
wItII.. I 
TIle.tan ...... 
1:.oUo. 
AcadelDJ'5~ 
!2:MoYiDI (a 
~-Gate OpeDa 7:001 
Sbo .. aboat 8:00 
~ :'I.'<"~~Z1mc.lvc~, 
52.50 MATINEES & TWI-lITES 
52.50 STUDENTS MON-THUR ONLY 
-. 
STEREO SOUND 
':" 
............. • (5:4S@$2.50)7:45.9:45 
.... -.- • (5:.5@$:'.50)7:45. 9:45 
Po. ,.. .... The tiowMI G 
(5:30@S2.50) 
1aAeeI .. PO 
7:15,9:15 
U.h_ot .. l.,. • (5:15@S2.50)8:30 
...t"lulce PO 
(5:30@$2.50J7:30.9:30 
Leut -Im .... ror l'G.n 
(5:15@$2.50)8:30 
Hor ...... o)' PG 
i~:30@$2.SO)7:309:30 
Iri.ht LlehtS, ale CIty 7:30 • 
Moonstruck PG 
(5:15@S2.SO)9:45 
I--~---------------------I ~ Makin' it great! 
I
II I For lietwery Call ~. ~:._.,:or,.~~~~ut I 
. -eo ~i~""'; :::: .~- .. -~:- . I, - COUPON------------· 
II ONE LARGE SUPREME l 
I : PAN PIZZA : 
II A Supreme Deal $9 99 I I: from Pizza Hut! only. + tax I 
, : PreHn' coupon when onIering. 1 coupon peor PGJ11 per vilU Of partkipot1nsJ rutouranh.. Nol -.oaUd , I withonrot ..... otter. ~5/1S/88.· .987Pd:zaHut Inc.., I 120th cent cosh redltmpfion. I 
1':'::':':"-":-'::':':::'-":-':-= =--=--_-_ _:.=_ -= :':':':-":-':'::'..1 
~................... : 
• • 
• • ~ ........•........... 
sPC's World's Worst Film Festival 
Mr. Sardonlcus 
Decide the fate of Mr. Sardonicus 
with a punishment glo-card. 
Thursday 7:00 & 9:00pm 
................... 
C~~IC~~~ 
VIDEO DAnCE CLOB 
Presents Our World famous 
Ladies' Night 
-Come dance to the , 
best mus\c vide05 in _ 
Southern l\l\no\5 
Quysl . 
you won't 
want to 
ml55it. 
STARTS fRIDAYI 
~~ 
uvL,(Z,~ 
(ffi] TOUCHSTOh( Poo:1vJ1l! 
. ,.~ 
.~ .. 
/$' BlEB 
./ - f!.ll4MPAGlWE 
A..nJ 
ADMISSION 
FOR ALL TBE 
lADIES 
STARTS FRIDAY 
A ALM DIRECTED BY 
ROBERT REDFORD 
THE 
MI LAG RO 
BEANFit-iD 
W--A-='_~~J~ 
Shuttle 
booster 
test a 
success 
BRIGHAM CITY. Utah 
(UPI) - A redesigned full· 
scale shuWe booster featuring 
unprecedented built-in defects 
was fired w=~ in an 
apparenUy s ground 
test. 
The test marked the third of 
five major firings required 
before the first post-
Cballeugerflight. 
"It·s a happy day for a lot of 
people. II said Royce Mitcbell, 
a top NASA booster eragineer. 
"We're pleased to have this 
test behind us. It 
Heralded by a wailing siren, 
the 12&-foot roctet.loaded with 
1.1 million pounds 01. solid 
propellant and anchond 011. its 
side in a massive test staDd, 
roared to life at 11 a.m. MDT 
UDder a cloudy sky at Mortoa 
Thiokol IDe.'. rocket plant in 
the high Utah desert DOI1b 01. 
Salt Lake City. 
n:e'f!yecaLc:r'~= :t 
About 1,500 repor-
ters, spectators and 
school children on 
hand for the test 
broke out in cheers 
and applause while Ii 
small herd of cattle 
near the firing stand 
"ran like hell" when 
the rocket roared to 
life. 
conductor Roger Williams as 
the countdowu bit zero. 
With an instant expl08ioo 01. 
fire and &OUDd, a 600-foot 
tongue 01. ineande&cent flame 
shot out of the giant rocket's 
nozzle. shattering the desert 
calm with a eraekliDg roar and 
creating a ch1ll'l1iDg eo1unm 01. 
dirty browu exhaust visible fOl' 
miles. 
About 1.500 reporters. 
spectators and school ebildren 
on band for the test broke out 
in cheers and applause while a 
small herd of caWe near the 
firing stand "ran like hell" 
when the rocket roared to life. 
according to one observer. 
The firing marked the third 
in a series of five full-scale 
booster tests that are required 
before the shuttle Discovery 
blasts off in August on the first 
post-Challerij!er flight. 
It also l1Uirked the first time 
deliberate flaws were built into 
a full-size solid-fuel rocket to 
prove redesigned O-ring seals 
can tolerate the kinds of 
manufacturing problems that 
might escape normal quality 
control procedures. 
"It's like finally winning thP. 
quarter finals in the NCAA 
(basketball tournament), It 
said Alan McDonald, a vice 
ft:enim~~ ~~t~ 
of a sudden death. We've got a 
victory here (but) we've got 
two more to go for the 
~~dandMitebell 
cautioned that detailed results 
ri WednesdaY's test will DOt be 
available fer several days or 
more when engineers com· 
plete internal inspections 
before taking the giant rocket 
apart for an exhaustive 
analysis. 
ACROSS 
1 Former 
6 Delhi 
garments 
11 Leased 
13 Assumption 
16 AtomiC -
17 Marrymaker 
18 - the hilla 
19 iIIIimic 
Today's 
Puzzle 
ti~ faEl>'s ~~/~ 
,red'. advice for the conau .... t. partler - ~ 
the penon who n ..... to party .v.ry night of hl."fe. 
-.. ___ bon> and ..... ) -..n.Gat_InMuddy 
Make .... yourtatoobdiap~. (thafl,right Muddyl 
~ n.OouW.J. inMt. Veman; ~CDo-<oo· ... cor1efyju •. vtcS.o~. loti 
OtIlCOCOUfttty ofwamen.h-.~. 
21 Beel on the 
hoof 
22 Chief 
23 Rice dish 
25 Handle 
Puzzle answers 
are on Page 14. 
'-" "" _r_ .......... -oJ ........... O'_· •. _. __ tn,part 
"'"5 ..... hottnt ..,oe. tMr ap«:1M1M "" 2$( 01 nlfht· Loft, of "*' COMe' '" fDt' ~ potf of 
dtofts.· And ~II ..., ... know ....... tt. bal NgIn to INe1 women who w.nt to ... INN 
kKal ~ is MCOI''1p toGt. wIN.. ......,.... ............. ,parlafthlnlght. 
"''-2DUI~. Saturday: It goes. without saying. Fred's. 
26 Consumed 
27 Strips 
29 Container 
30 Probate 
concerns 
32 CUnning 
34 Eager 
SS Bandleedar 
Kenton 
31 - de corps 
38 Relation by 
-ntaga 
42 Naw Gulne. 
.. aport 
43 CUstoma word 
4S KI_n: 
ebbr. 
.7 Ben 
"COIn~ 
10 ... rt .. or 
cIfcua 
51 Aaaurned 
--
5S PrIndthre _n 
tor ...... 
.. alii IrrttIitlon 
5IGet-......... 
57 ....... • .... ttr 
.In 
59 Fl •. export 
80 No.,.lIat 
LIIurence 
61 Indigent 
62 SIII.d 
Ingl*lient 
DOWN 
1 Chun:hm8n 
2P,.. ... 
S Penman 
...... 11· ..... 
..... kin 
5 Antlque_ 
.Bador ...... 
7 ExI8t IG .... a __ 
• "- _ with 
--" 10 au... 
12~ 1. Pt.yground 15= II CIty In ..... 
ATTENTION 
COLLEGE 
SENIOR 
AND GRAD 
STUDENTS 
You may already 
qualify for the 
Chevrolet-GMAC 
College Graduate 
Finance Plan 
You'll SAVE S4000n the 
new Chevrolet of your 
choice. 
Qualifying is easy. 
Call or come in for 
more information. 
Plus 90 Days Before 
1st Payment 
CoadChevy, 
Olds,Cad . 
11.51&'46 
Anna, II. 6HOi 
(61')1]],2166 
. AlII for 
Jerry ThoIllplOll 
20 And 
23 Small 8Ize& 
2. Rota 
27 GoI .. 1h 
topplei'. 
21 Form 
31 'awing ,tuff 
33 ..... wtIo _ .... .
SS "acI'IlM pans 
31 TeL city 
31 Gob 
31 B .... bIIIed bird 
• UntldJ_ 
.eo .... aiel of-" 
.1 PIne ..... -
.. EIefanI 
.. AllIIn ...... 
.. SInger Frankie 
10"- "-" 
52 WIll 
.. COIIaunIer 
.. .......... 
.. Catch-al 
...... 
...... _, ....... ........ 
................. --.............. .... 
10' .......... a. •• : Mt-lft1 
SIUMascot 
IIUMascot IUMascot IUMascot IUMascot IUMascot 
IUMascot 
IH~ascot I ascot 
IU ascot 
I ascot 
Mascot 
Tryoats 
Clinics:' April25-26 
Time: 6-9 PM 
Place: Activity Room 
(Student Center) 
TrvOuts: April27 
" ~"!~ 4. - '":""-
. :.: -lOBS. IN i a alSHIPS 
w.w .-.:had .. Tap ~ FIma 
a.-torJIIII. NDwvau-- .. ... 
at .-atID __ 011 ......... ..... 1D _ ..... __ a __ • ..." 
a.. tom ... cIaIIgnad fDr ...... In: 
...... .w..IIInt 0IIIIIIe .... 
ar.- ................. 
DnIIa ~ . PUblIc RIIIIIDna 
• JIIII dDn'l CID • NOW vau -" .. .. 
.... JOU --- 8D11111!M .... ... 
Send .. ....--.· ...... ...... 
SUCCESS SYSTEMS 
DIw.at .... .. 
...... End ... W 
NlwV_ N't ,.... 
T .. BONE$ 
. TIME· 
. ¥i Lb. Chopped 
Steale Dinner 
Includes salad buffet S30B lIIi,h HOI Spot" (all· 77 
~)-
boked potato. . 
Cll_P..-.i. ..... 
LUNCH SPECIAL S299 IU'-I'ou.c •• -E_ .... " 
BuHei ••• Be".,.". 
A perfm Iuado """ iIIduIIa /rail ,., ..... /mA fruit. Nt......,. -_ .... ...,.. s,ecwI, priced. 
10:30 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-5at. 
Kids 5 & under I & '& I 
- a lDSl eat Free from PONDER" 
-:;--:se=--Ie_cte_d -.me~nu~.::;- I n K-Murt l'lu~ .. C.urbolldule 
No Coupons Needed I - I 
We know the value of alood family meal. 
·JUIAJL~_~J¥JI'.".4.·""".·"."6:'~ • .a ......... '
SPECIAL EVENTS: Campus Shopping Center. MOVIES: 
Big Twist and the MeUow The Egyptian Combo, 9 p.m. Bad Dreams - (University 
FeUows, 8 p.m. Sunday Gat- to 1 a.m. Friday and Saturday Place 8, R) A girl dreams that 
sby's in the Campus Shopping at Prime Time Restaurant and the murderer of her family is 
Center. Admission is $4. Lounge. returning for her. 
UA Streetcar Named 
Desire," 8 p.m. tonight 
through Saturday aDd 2 p.m. 
Sunday at the McLeod Theater 
in the Communications 
Building. Tickets are $5 
tonight and Sunday aDd $6 
Friday and Saturday. 
"Making the Fit: The Poetry 
of Diane Wakoski," 8 p.m. 
tonight through Saturday at 
t,~~:~=!!::a-= 
Building. Tickets are $2.50. 
MUSIC: 
Airkraft, 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 
p.m. Friday aDd Saturday at 
Gatsby's, Campus Shopping 
Center. 
Hot Pursuit, 9 p.m. to 12 a.m. Barfly - (Varsity, R) Faye 
Thursday through Saturday at Dunaway and Mickey Roarke 
the Hollday Inn. 8OOE. MaiD. star in this movie about two 
people who inhabit bars daily. 
Mercy, 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. 
Saturday at the Pinch Penny 
Pub, 700E Grand. Beetlejuiee - <University Place 8, PG) Michael Keaton 
stars as the ghost BeeUejuice 
October's Child, 9:30 p.m. to helping out two other ghosts 
1:30 a.m. Friday and Saturday who died in an automobile 
at Hangar 9, 5ll S. Illinois. accident. 
The SHYer Mountain Band, 
9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. Thur-
sday at Fred's Dance Bam. 
The Stranded Lads, 9:30 
p.m. to 1:30 a.m. Thursday at 
Hangar 9, 5ll S. Illinois. 
Biloxi BILes - (Fox 
Eastgate, PG-13) Matthew 
Broderick stars as a young 
man going through boot camp 
in this sequel to "Brig.'lton 
Beach Memoirs," an award 
winning autobiographical 
novel by Neil Simon. 
Dig Mandrakes and Tin Pan Alley, 9:30 p.m. to 1 
Primary, 9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. Thursday at Tres 
p.m. Tbursday at Gatsby's, Hombres,ll9 N. Washington. 
Casual Sex - <University 
Place 8, R) A comedy about 
two friends who go on vacation 
at an exclusive bealth spa. 
Southern Illinois dance troupe 
to perform 'expresso' at Quigley 
By Dena Schulte 
Staff Writer 
The Southern Illinois 
Repertory Dance Theatre will 
present "Dance Expresso" at 
~u£·:riu:.iday in Quigley 
"Dance Expresso" consists 
of five stulient-choreograpbed 
dance pieces with a com-
bination of jazz and modem 
dance, Donna Wilson, 
assistant professor of pbysical 
education. said. 
One dance piece, "Liquid 
Spirals," uses roUing, spinning 
and floating movements, in-
spired by the movements of 
balloons. 
"Ying Yang" is a quick-
paced jazz number which 
explores the facets of human 
nature. 
Another piece, "Need You 
Tonight" is a quick jazz and 
modern dance routine. 
"Sea Urchins Dancing Like 
Cranes" contrasts several 
movements with surprising 
. results, Wilson said 
Tbi8 is the dance tbeatre's 
second performance this year 
and it promises to be different, 
she said. 
"This semester all the pieces 
are premieres," Wilson said. 
"Most pieces are new; there 
are different dances. " _ 
Another difference in the 
concert this semester, Wilson 
said, is that it will be per-
formed in Quigley. Previously, 
the concerts were held in 
Pulliam, but the building is 
being renovated. 
About 30 students will 
perform in "Dance Expresso," 
sbesaid -
Most· of the students are'~ : 
UDdergraduates, she added. . 
Some dance as an ex-
tracurricular activity while 
others receive credit for their 
performauce, she said. 
Buffet, party ends Africa Week 
By Amy Geua.tz 
SlaffWriter 
Africa Week, held to 
celebrate African cultures, 
will close Saturday with a 
buffet and dance party. 
The week, spoDsored by the 
African Student AssociatiOll, is 
being held to "raise the COIl-
sciousness of people and to 
learn first-hand a60ut Africa 
from African Students," No No 
Makhudu, secretary of the 
association, said. 
A presentatiOll OIl Af1:ican 
science and tecImology, will be 
given by Parfait Likibi, a 
graduate student in chemistry, 
at 7 p.m. Friday in the Student 
Center Video Lounge. 
An African buffet, speech 
and awards ceremOllY will be 
held at 2 p.m. Saturday in 
Quigley Hall lounge. 
Food from 20 African 
countries will be featured at 
the buffel A s~'I!ech about the 
relationsbips aDd relatious 
between Afro-Americans and 
Africans will be given by Luke 
Tripp, African Student 
AssociatiOll faculty adviser. 
Certificates for distinguished 
service will be awarded to 
association members during 
the ceremony. 
A dance party, featuring 
African musIC, will be bela 
from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. Saturday 
at the Evergreea Terrace Area 
Office Activity Room. 
Tickets for the buffet are $4 
in advance or $5 at the door. 
For advanced tickets, call52&-
3Ot9. Tickets for the dance 
party are $1 and can be bought 
at the dOOl'. 
Put Pets in their 
Place! At home 
with Food and 
Water 
Clown 'n' Around 
Springfest 
'88 
Sponsored by the Student, 
Programming Counell 
RtSUiVit & ~O COpiES 
ONly 519.88 
KOPIES & MORE 
uSERGRApitics CENTER 
607 S. Illinois - 529-5679 - across from Gatsby's 
9p.m .• Close 
Heineken 
Absolut Vodka 
$1.25 
$1.25 
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Champaign-based band hits 
the top of request charts 
I-----------COUPON·---------
I .~ Roast Beef 
I ,~" Sandwich 
I UA... 9, I .. '~'t~..-. 9 By Dena Schulte 
StaffWriler 
After the release two weeks 
ago of their second album, 
"Hey Judester," the Cham-
paign-based band Digits is 
holding strong at the top of the 
request charts at WIDB radio. 
"We got requests for it ao 
soon as people knew it was 
coming out," Dale Gardner, 
WIDB programming director, 
said. 
Digits will be playin~ on 
April 28 at n Hearts, 213 E. 
MainSt. 
"Hey Judester" also is 
hitting the college national 
rock-pool chart, David 
Lamdis, Digits artist and 
spokesman, said. The album is 
at number 36 on the chart, 
Lamdis said. 
About 3,000 copies of "Hey 
Judester" we.--e pressed for 
release, about 2,000 more than 
were pressed for their first 
album, "Fizzjob," he said. The 
album is being put out by 
Touch and Go records of 
Chicago. 
Fizzjo~ was put out by us. 
We had no record company 
backing," Lamdis said. "We 
Jagger 
sued by 
• • musIcian 
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. 
(UPl) - Rolling Stone Mick 
Jagger Wednesday defended 
the originality of his song 
"Just Another Night," which a 
littJe-known reggae musician 
claims was copied from a 
composition he wrote in 1979. 
"My credibility is on the 
line," Jagger, 43, said angrily 
outside a federal courthouse 
where a jury is hearing a 
copyright infringement suit 
filed against the Stones' lead 
singer by Bronx reggae artist 
Patrick Alley. 
Alley, 'Si, claims his earlier 
tune was tOO same as a song 
Jagger recorded on his 1985 
album, "She's The Boss." He 
is suing Jagger and CBS 
Records for the estimated $6 
million in profits from the 
album. 
He testified earlier that be 
recorded his song in 1979 and 
later distributed it to radio 
statiODS. It sold jUl.;t 28,000 
copies. 
During the trial Wednesday, 
Michael White, chairman of 
the music theory depar~ment 
at Manhattan's Julliard 
School, testified in Jagger's 
defense, pointing to dif-
ferences in the transcripts of 
the two songs. 
'"Any two songs in the world 
will have similarities," White 
testified, prompting U.S. 
District Court Judge Gen.lrd 
Goettel to ask about the effect 
of using the same drummer on 
both nlCordings. 
"With the combination of 
words, beat and the same 
drummer on both rE'Cordings, 
can you find the similarity?" 
asked Goettel. 
White replied that any 
similarity would be casual. 
He disputed testimony from 
another Julliard music expert, 
who on Tuesday compared the 
songs' notes, rhythms and 
chord structures and said, '"I 
think they are virtually 
identical." 
"She's the Boss," which sold 
2 million copies, was the first 
solo album by the Rolling 
Stones'lead siJlger. 
" The first album was made to attract attention. 
It was an experiment to get people to hear 
us." 
-David Lamdis I I 
(Limit 4) 
lIIItax. 
FAST FOoD ,1ItIIfH STYLE. 
I NotvalJdwlthanyotheroffer. 
I Sales "'" charged. Offer good at I participating Rax onlv. pressed 600 and they were 
bought up immediately." 
Digits called Toucl1 and Go on 
a long shot, he said. 
"They were told they (Touch 
and Go\ were aU booked up 
and wouldn't put out anything 
unless something really 
floored them," Lamdis said. 
I ExpiraS.l·88 
"Fizzjob" received good 
reviews, but didn't make the 
college rock chart because 
there were so few available, he 
added. 
L ______ ~~~~~~~ _______ ~ 
Later the tbree-man group 
Battle for the books. Guess how many books 
were checked out in March and 
~tri~~~ ~lif!rmarecm: About three weeks later, Touch and Go decided to press 
"Hey Judester," be said. 
Win a Trip for Two 
press another 400 copies of 
"Fizzjob," Lamdis said. 
To Paradise 
Cancan. Me.lco 
"The first album w~ made 
to attract llttention. It was an 
experiment to get people to 
hear us," he said. 
"This album was done in 
about 24 hours," Lamdis said. 
"The first album was done in 
only 12." 
Trip to paradise entry card available 
Touch and Go decided to 
back "Hey Judester" after 
Steve Labini, the guitarist for 
Big Black took an interest in 
Digits and wanted to press the 
group's second album under 
his own label, Ruthless, 
Lamdis said. 
The sound quality on "Hey 
Judester" is much better than 
on "Fizzjob." It also is more 
diverse. mcluding some piano, 
be said. 
from any student alumni council member, or 
undergraduate student organization member for 
Only·l.OO 
sponsored by: 
But, "It's still a rock 'n' roll 
album," Lamdis added. 
Gardner said mflSt students 
know Digits because they have 
heard the ban.d in concert. 
Roundtrip airfare from 
St. Louis, 5 nights on the 
tropical beaches. 
Thunderbird • 
Travel 
Tradewind 
Toun uniTED 
Encouraged by thP. interest, Help Support Morris Library! 
Just Try And .Say No 
To lh ... Prlc ••• Now thru Sat. 23rc1 of April. 
We feature in-store service and in-store installation. 
VIDEO 
-
CamCorders From 799.95 
Manual Focus. CC.DVS, 2hrs 
6: J zoom 8 lux 
Flying Erase Heads. Hi Fi Sound 
2 Demas fo choose from 
Full warranty 
Mini Ca. CCDV3 
2 hrs Recording. Flying Erose 
Hi FI Sound 8mm Technology 
Now List 
1495.00 979.95 IJ SPEAKERS li ~ Choose from Bose, 
;. Infinity. IIoaton Acoultlca 
.. I American Acoustics. 
Now 
InRnlty .. 1000 74.95 
List 90.00 Ea. Eo. 
Now 
IostonA-40 
List 100.00 Eo. 
lose 901 Demo's 
List1500Pr. 
79.95 
Now 999.99 PR 
Save 1/3 Fu1l Wammty 
No Power Limi1ations. 
We are experienced. 
CAR STEREO 
-
AlpIn •• JVC.lnflnlty 
and Now Bloupunkt 
.'aupunkt Monzo .n-dash 
AM-FM Cossette with 
Auto Rev. ::-a:::;;s'; ..... toll 
Int=~r 149.95 
AM-FMCauett. 
ByMajatic 
2,.. •• c:hcantI-wwrvntylt_.nstoll 
Now 89.95 
w. ............ &.-t.....-.-.-...... 
instaIier 1ft Southam Illinois I 
T V '8 w ..... k. Sony 
• .' AffonIobl.11 1127" 
Stereo Sound, Audio Video Inpu .. 
Micro Black Screen 
699.95 List 1100.00 
36" _r Prolectlon 
Super Picture 
List2800 Now 1699.95 
Pedestal Style 
Choose from 13". 20", 27", 36" 
41" & 50" Sony Televisions 
RECE!VE~ 
bd.-
Sony StrAY 250 179.95 
30w ch. 
B.tter 
OnkyoTx-1O 
30w ch. 
.1m. 
y ..... haRx300 
35w ct.. 
Llst240.00 
209.95 
Li.t280.00 
269.95 
Lllt320.OD 
*IN A RECENT INDEPENDENT 
SURVEY BY AUDIO VlDEOMAGAZINE, 
mE TOPlWO RA11!DLlNESOF 
RECElVERSWERE 
(I)YAMAHA(lI()NlCYO 
Compact Disc Plaven 
-----
bit 
SonyCDP350 199.95 
Programmable List 280.00 
.kiln 
OnkyoDX.130 249.95 
List 315.00 
2 yr warranty 
aest 
Yo.ahaCDX.l0 269.95 
List 320.00 
CI ... Oat 
OnkyoDX320 List 640.00 
SATISFACTION ASSURED: We go the extra step to make sure you are satisfied with your 
purchase from Nolder Stereo. We carry only the most reliable equipment and oHer it at 
campetitive prices. Then to back It up we have in-ltore .. rvice and in'ltore car Itereo in· 
stallation. We look after you better than anyone el .. around. Don't toke chances with your 
Hours: 
Mon-Fri-10·6 
Sot.-10-5 
1_ •.•• ~
tIJ",!i!~9~2~1:E. Main  
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Dukakis, Jackson call for focus on winning 
B U Ited P I tern lion I want me." grand prize is the last didate. 
y n ress n a a . Koch said Dukakis replied, primary inCalifornia onJune Wednesday, Cuomo credited 
Massachusetts Gov. ~ichael Before leavmg for "'I want you,' so I've already 7.' , Dukakis for staYi~ above the g~~::'~iiC ~~:nt.;:.~:r!~~ Philadelphia, Jackso~ ene:~:" Koch acknowledged M~~~'?US~t:e;o;~:C:a:: ~~~c::t~~~:th: Pla:~J;~ 
Jesse Jackson urg~ therr congratulated Dukakls that he hurt Gore, himseH and without the belp of his fellow be a delegate ~ Atlanta -:- as a 
party ~~es~y to rISe above . . . the feelings of !llot ~ Jac~on governor, M.ario Cuomo, who governor, he IS automatically 
the polItical slings and arrows for runnmg a positive supporters With his biting rejected months of entreaties a delegate _ and,. "I'll do 
of the New York campaign and campaign in New remarks-and he apologized. to enter the race and then whatever the candidates ask 
focus on recapturing the White 'd t f "There is no question that a refused to endorse a can· me. I'm available." House. York in the ml S 0 lot of people are angry with 
The candidates used the me," he said. "I recognize that r----------- ________ ., 
results of Tuesday's Empire chaos. I hurt feelings and I recognize 1214 W. Freeman -TRADE. 
State primary - Dukakis thatl could have done it better. 1529-4688 -BUY. 
winning in a landslide, before next Tuesday's Penn- I'm sorry if I unintentionally 1 Next to .SELL. 
distantly followed by Jackson sylvania primary. injured those feelings." Quatro's 
and Sen. Albert Gore of h B' Vice President George BllSh 
'Iennessee - to issue calls for Before leaving t e ~ handily won New York's 
unity as the long primary Apple, he congratulat Republican primary and now 
season nears an end. Dukakis "for running a very needs only 157 delegates to 
Dukakis, who avoided the positive campaign in the midst gain the 1,139 needed to win the 
fractiousness of the twC)-week ofalotofchaosandhysteria." GOP nomination in New 
New York campaign to take Gore, who found the en- Orleans Aug. 15 to 18. 
CD 
Incredible Progressive Coupon the sizable victory - and the dorsement of New York Mayor The latest delegate count by 
bulk of the 255 national con- Edward Koch did him more United Press International 
vention delegates - returned harm than good statewide, shows Dukakis pulling away 
to Boston Wednesday. At an scheduled a Thursday news from JaC"kson and now holds 
afternoon news conference, he conference in Washington, 914.15 delegates. Jackson bas 
said his low-key style does not apparently either to withdraw 770.20 and Gore has 405.55. 
mean he lacks passion about or to suspend his campaign. Some Democratic delegates Good Select."on, Lots of Classica' people or issues. Should he suspend his bid, he cast fractional votes. 
"It may be a different way can keep the delegates be has To win the Democratic ! Limit 5 CDs We buy used CDs Exp. 4-27-81L1 
'1.00 off 1st CD' 
'1.50 off 2nd CD 
'2.00 off 3rd CD etc ... 
than Ronald Reagan or wo . nominatiOl:; at the national .. _________________________ _ 
Lyndon Johnson, but it's the Koch, particularly in the last convention in Atlanta July 18 
way that's worked fOr me, II he days before the voting, bad to 21, a candidate needs 2,081 
said. attacked Jackson - but after delegates. 
Jackson, the target of the the ballots were counted, the Pennsylvania is next on the 
heated rhetoric in New York, New York mayor called calendar, followed May 3 with 
went to Philadelphia to open Dukakis and volunteered to be primaries in Ohio, Indiana and 
the week-long campaign "a soldier in your army if you the District of Columbia. The 
Democrats pick last 
of super delegates 
WASHINGTON (UPI) -
Democrats picked the last of 
their 644 potentially pivotal 
super delegates Wednesday 
and while most are un-
committed, Massachusetts 
Gov. Michael Dukakis DOW has 
the largest bloc - more than 
100coovention votes. 
The super delegates, wbo 
are free to support ani can-
didate tbey wan~ coul be.a 
key in propelling IhIltak;is 
toward the Democratic 
preSidential ~omin.at~on 
especially after his conVUlCmg 
win in Tuesday's New York 
~Dt-mocrats completed 
the tbree-month super 
deletlate selection process 
Wednesday, naming 2~ 
members as automabc 
delegares to the Democratic 
National Convention in Atlanta 
July 18 to 21. 
Most of the House delegates 
were tentatively picked last 
week and wben the final list 
was released Wednesday, 
Dukakis bad 29 House super 
delegates, civil rights leader 
Jesse Jackson bad 17, Sen. 
Albert Gore of Tennessee had 
10 and Sen. Paul Simon of 
Il1inois bad 12. 
On April 7, Simon suspen.ded 
his presidential campaign, 
keeping his delegates. . . 
The Senate finished Picking 
its 43 super delegates Tuesday, 
and 13 are for Dukakis, seven 
for Gore and two fOl' Simon. No 
senator bas endorsed Jackson. 
Gore and Simon were picked 
as super delegates. 
The United Press In-
ternational count of delegates 
J)llts Dukakis as the overall 
leader with 914.15 votes, of 
which 104.65 - 11 percent -
are super delegates. Jackson 
had 770.2 votes, including 39.2 
super delegates. 
To win the nomination, a 
candidate needs 2,081 votes. 
The super delegates, 
who are free to chose 
any candidate they 
want, could by 
Dukakis' key to the 
Democratic president-
ial nomination. 
super delegates. Gore finished 
a poor third in New York and 
has called a Thursday news 
conference to allllOUDCe that be 
either is dropping GUt of the 
race or suspending his cam-
paign. The latter option would 
allow Gore to keep tbe 
delegates be has woo. 
Simon has 183.5 delegates, of 
which 29.5 are super delegates. 
"I think we are going to be 
somewhat more important in 
putting someone over the top," 
said Rep. Mary Rose Dakar, 
D-Obio, a super delegate. "It 
seems to me that number (the 
super delegates) may be the 
number needed." 
In addition to the 251 super 
delegates from Congress, 
another 393 super delegates -
Democratic governor~, 
members of the Democratic 
National Committee and five 
former high-ranking ~ted 
officials - were appomted 
Jan. 15. 
Candidates heavily courted 
those super delegates and 
among them, the vote count is 
Dukakis 62.65, Gore 29.55, 
Jackson 22.2, Simon 15.S and 
264.1 uncommitted. 
Of the total, the 424 now-
uncommitted super delegates 
could playa crucial role in 
deciding who gets the 
Deniocratic nomination if, 
after the primaries end June 7, 
no candidate has enough 
delegates to claim the prize. 
Some delegates cast fractional While DukHis won a solid 
tes victory in New York, some 
vo . lawmakers said the victory 
Gore has -tU5.55 votes,. of would have little impact on 
which 11 percent, 46.5, are surSdelegates. 
Gore 
to give 
decision 
WASIllNGTON (UPI) 
- Sen. Albert Gore of 
T~.whof~bed 
a distant third in New 
York's Democratic 
=,==r:: determiDe wbetber to 
withdraw .. suspend his 
White House bid. 
The senator was 
scheduled to attend an 
Austin, Texas, fundraiser 
Wednesday night but be 
also set a news con-
ference for today in 
Washington to announce 
his .J~·said Gore, 40, 
was telephoning 
colleagues and sup-
porters, and indications 
were that be likely would 
hve the race. A staff 
meeting was scheduled 
for Wednesday aft.emooo 
at Gore's campaign 
headquarters. . 
A Gore campaign 
worker said: ''They said 
dress nice and bring your 
resume." 
Richard Lodge, 
chairman of the Ten-
nessee Democratic 
Party, said Gore's 
campaign bad "every 
chance to show off its 
candidate" but came up 
short. He said Tennessee 
Gov. Ned McWherter's 
advice to Gore to drop out 
was "laying tbe 
groundw-ork." for Gore's 
announcement today. 
Gore conferred with 
Sen. Howell Heflin, n-
Ala., but the Heflin 
declined to say what 
advice he gave Gore in 
L'leir 1G-minute telephone 
chat. 
The senator from 
Tennessee was un-
decided about his plans 
when be talked Sen. 
Harry Reid, D-Nev., 
Wednesday morning, 
aides in Reid's office 
said. 
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Alcohol abuse still debated 
Scientists divided 
over its causes 
By United Preas International 
Although alcoL.,lism has 
been studied for centuries, 
scientists still are divided over 
whether it should be coo· 
sidered a disease and how 
much influence alcoholics 
have over their addiction. 
'''.rhere'5 a real division in 
the scientific community:' Dr. 
Morris Chafetz, president of 
the Health Education Foun-
dation in Washington, D.C. and 
founding director of tbe 
National Institute of Alcchol 
Abuse and Alcoholism, said. 
"This question is so important 
because one of the things 'Ne're 
grappling with is, 'What part 
of our lives will personal 
responsibility play? " 
Among the evidence 
scientists cite in support of the 
argument that alCohol is a 
are studies tbat sbow 
alcoholism tends to run in 
families. Other studies also 
have found brains of alcoholics 
appear to have different 
biochemical I'e8ctions and 
brain wave activity compared 
to those who are not addicted 
to alcobhol. This indicates that 
their bodies respond dif-
ferently toalcobol. 
But rescarcbers OIl the other 
side argue that no gene ~ 
been idenUfiPd as the cause of 
alcoholism and alcoboJics can 
be found with no family history 
of the problem. 
Similar arguments can be 
made for the pb,YSiological 
changes that have been found 
a:at alcoholics: Some 
al . cs don't have tbfom and 
~:3c:::r~~I=!se~ 
ManJ researchers maintain 
more of a middle ground, 
saying alcoholism is probably 
the result of a variety of fac-
tors working in concert, in-
cluding genetic predispositiOll 
and envd-t-mnental influences. 
a!~~~ d1s::e~ 
bow much control alcoholics 
Dave over their drinking is 
important for developing the 
best ways to prevent and treat 
the addiction, researchers say. 
Defining it as a disease also 
alleviates the stigma that bas 
~:,en _ attached to 
. and increases the 
Iikelibood alcoholics will be 
able to get treatment, they 
say. 
On the other side of the coin, 
some argue that calling 
alcobolism a disease frees· 
alcoboIies from having to take 
~~t?::ibility for their 
Cbafetz, while disagreeing 
that alcoholism fits the 
classical definition of a 
disease, DODelbeIess considers 
alcoboJics as "sick" and in 
need of care. 
"I don't think alcohOOsm is a 
disease," be said. "But rm not 
saying they are not sick 
people. 1 think they use alcobol 
as a method to deal with pain 
in life, whetbel' it is pbfSicaI 
pain, psychological pam « 
sociologiCal pain." 
Study: Children held in hospitals 
too long, face possible dangers 
BOSTON (UPI) - Children 
are kept in the hospital about 
20 percent longer than 
necessary, increasing the cost 
of their care and the danger 
they will develop hospital· 
related complications, a new 
study concluded Wednesday. 
In the fnt study of its kind, 
Dr. Kathi J. Kemper of the 
Yale University School of 
Medicine evaluated the 
records of children 
bospita1'zed at the University 
of WliiCOnsin Hospital in 
Madison from July J982 toJuly 
1983. 
The findings illustrate the need to increase 
insurance coverage for out-of-hospltal ex-
penses and to develop better services, such 
as outpatient treatm9nt centers and day care, 
to reduce the amount of inappropriate hospital 
use by children. 
01 the 1,098 patient days 
evaluated, 21.4 percent were 
found to be unnecessary, 
Kemper reported in The New 
England Journal of Medicine. 
"I conclude that there is a 
substantial rate of inap-
pr'!Priate hospital use m 
pediatrics," Kemper-wrote. 
The findings illustrate the 
need to increase insurance 
coverage for out-of-bo&pital 
expenses and to develop better 
services, such as outpatient 
treatment . centers and day 
care, to reduce the amount 01. 
inappropriate hospital use by 
cbildren, Kemper said. 
Fifty-four percent of the 
inappropriate hospital days 
could have been eliminated 
had outpatient services been 
more available and better 
used, she said. 
ODe-quarter of the inap-
propri2te hospital days feU GO 
the day of discharge. 01 these 
patients, aJmost20percenthad 
::~f:d=rge..:; 
were waiting lor tran-
sportatiOll home. 
''We could probably save a 
lot of the money we're ~ 
ding OIl inpatient senices right 
DOW. U scimebody stays in the 
hospital an atra day because 
the panat can't pick UP. the 
chilcI that day ••. the baspital is 
a very eqJeIISive baby sitter," 
~~ in a telePboae in-
Kemper noted that the 
loDger people stay in tbe 
bospitaf the greater the 
chaDces are that tbey will 
acquire an infectim « a-
~:-e other type of comr.~':ot ~ important f« 
saving money. ~tals are 
not the J,-eatest p18ce in the 
world to be. There are certain 
Doctors: Don't crack neck 
BOSTON (UPI) - Neck- cause the student's shoulder 
cracking, an activity similar to blade on that side of his bodY to 
knuckle-cracli.ing . but per- stick out SCIIIH!'Wbat and has 
formed to ease discomfort, left him with less daterity and 
apparently can cause per- COIltrol, Tibbs said. 
manent nerve damage, aoc- "He's still a healthy young 
tors warned Wednesday. man, but obviously bas some 
Drs. Kevin R. Nelson and limitatiOllS and weakness in 
Phillip Tibbs of the University his shoulder:' Tibbs said in a 
of Kentucky Col1e~~e of teIepbooe interview. "With 
Medicine in Lexington said swimming he would not have 
they treated a 20-year-old as much dexterity in the 
college student who apo movemenL 
parently suffered damage to a "The motivatiGO f« this 
sboulder nerve by cracking his activity is unclear, but par-
neck. ticipants relate a vague sense 
The student apparently of discomfort in the neclt that 
stretched a nerve to his right is relieved by forceful lateral 
shoulder, causing him to ex- flexion. Neck cracking may be 
~ence permanent weakness related to the more commOll 
m the muscles in that shoulder, knuckle cracking." 
the doctors wrote in a letter ~eople crack their necks by 
published in The New England leaning their beads forward 
Journal of Medicine. and twisting their necks, 
Although the weakness is not causing a popping sound at the 
seriously disabling, it does base of their neck, Tibbs said. 
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risks to being there," she said. 
Kemper said she was sur-
prised that _t of the inap-
propriate hospital days 0c-
curred during sbort 
hospitalizatiODS. !bat fiDdiog 
indicates current cost-
CGlltainment effCll'tll would be 
iDeffective. 
Other researchers have 
found that baBpitals often are 
used iDaPpropria~. But ~ said ber is the 
finst to took 0Dly at . 
Her fiDdinp are eaasiatent 
with u.e)ll'oduced by studies 
of aclulta, she said. 
Kemper reviewed medical 
charta f« aU patleDts 18 GI' 
youuger listed GO the cam-puterized baspital raster _ 
e¥eI'J 10th day from .July 3, 1982, to .June _, 1913. 
Hospitalization was· eon-
sidered UIIDeCeIJS8J'y if the 
treatment that was received 
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IRS wins case withPTL, 
Bakker wants to pay debt 
COLUMBIA, S.C. (UP!) -
Backers of disgra.ced PTL 
found"," Jim Bak:ker let a 
bankruptcy judge know 
Wednesday they want him 
reinstated to the ministry be 
·lost in a sex scandal, and the 
Internal Revenue Service won 
a new round in its bid to revoke 
PTL's tax-exempt status. 
As abwt II dozen Bakker 
supporters wailed for a 
bailkruptcy court hearing to 
begin, the 4th U.S. District 
Court of Appeals in Richmond, 
Va., ruled in favor of. IRS ef-
forts to revoke PTL's tax-
exempt status and assess it $55 
million in back taxes. 
But PTL Inlstee David Clark 
said the appeals coort decision 
will not necessarily be the last 
blow for PTL in its fight with 
theiRS. 
"It's only a setback if the 
IRS takes action," be said as 
he entered the bankruptcy 
coort for a bearing on PTL. 
Clark's lawyer, R. Bradford 
Leggett, of Winston-satem, 
N.C., said PTL's tax-exempt 
status is still intact but if it 
does lose the battle with the 
IRS, it will pursue other 
remedies. 
"We are considering taking 
it to the Court of Claims in 
Washington," he said. "It 
(PTL) would retain certain 
features of. tax exemption 
pending the action of the 
claims court. If the IRS 
revokes the tax exemption, our 
option would be to institute an 
action with the Court of Claims 
to retain most of the features 
we now enjoy." 
Meanwbile, tbe Bakker 
supporters, wearing buttons 
that read "Welcome Back Jim 
and Tammy," filed quietly into 
an afternoon court session, 
waiting for the ebanee to make 
their cause known to U.S. 
Bankruptcy Judge Rufus 
Reynolds. 
Deeply in debt - up to $125 
million, according Reynolds -
PTL bas struggl~-d to survive 
ever since Bakker was 
deposed last year in a sex 
scandal. 
Bakker, in a letter to the 
judge TuesdaY. offered to 
return to raise funds to pay off 
the debt that is siphoning off 
PTL's lifeblood. 
There bas been no word from 
Reynolds wbether that is 
possible, but Bakker sup-
porters - including blS 
brother - said they attended 
the bearing to make their 
wisbei; mown. 
"We want the judge to know 
that only Jim can save PTL," 
said Norm Bakker. "We're 
going to be there." 
"We have waited as many 
leaders have bad a chance to 
do their best to run PTL," said 
Bakker. 
Survey: American consumers 
prefer purchasing U.S. goods 
NEW YORK (UP!) - Luxury 
cars, annlia ........ and clothes 
tagged r.MadelD the USA" are 
more popular with American 
buyerS than their European 
and Japanese-madel coun-
terparts, especiaDy among 
Midwesterners, a survey 
released Wednesday showed. 
The survey conducted by the 
Roper Organization for the 
weekly USA Weekend reported 
that a majority of Americans 
preferred products made at 
bome in seven of 12 categories. 
Overall, American-made 
bome appliances were best-
received with 86 percent of the 
respondents giving them top 
marks, and telepbone 
equipment manufactured in 
the United States won a vote 01 
eonfidencefrom 72 percent. 
Sixty-one percent said they 
preferred moderate-priced 
clothes tagged with the label 
"Made in the USA;" 55 percent 
wanted American-made 
luxury cars; and Yankee beer 
was tops with 50 percent. 
American-made computers 
were favored over those from 
Japan - 52 percent of the 
r~:t~e~eJ~: !~:i-
frame computers and 51 
percent liked personal com-
puters made at bome. 
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SIlJ-C art student, Susan Kress, will show her 
master's degree thesis work in an exhibit at 
School of Art will present 
thesis exhibits at Museum Strande 
Lads Three graduate students in the School of Art will present thQ;is exhibits of their work Tbursday through April 28 at 
the University Museum in 
FanerHall. 
Exhibiting will be Susan 
Kress, Yih-Wen Kuo and 
Richard Kryczka. 
Kress' work "Stories" is a 
presentation cif mixed ~edia 
paintings and books, utilizing 
paint, wood, handmade paper, 
plas~e a~~~"wm feature 
recent works of Kress' ob-
~~:Sw:! iseo:~J::J 
relatiOlJSbips through color, 
patterns and repeated images 
and objects. 
"Nothing is ever what it 
seems," Kress said. " 'Stories' 
is about the overwhelming 
amount of stimuli, subliminal 
and obvious, all around us that 
is largely ignored." 
Kress currently bas work 
being displayed in New York, 
Dlinois, IDdiana and Costa 
Rica. She plans to go to Mexieo 
City this year as an artist-in-
resideDce. 
Kuo will exhibit ceramic 
works, which are a 
culmination of three years of 
study in the School of Art. 
Kuo said that his "ceramic 
works are reminiscent of 
architectural structures and 
combine Eastern and con-
temporary aesthetics. 
"Eastern : nfluences are 
evident in the simplicity of the 
forms while contemporary 
tones show themselves 
through the use of Ar-
chitectural devices," he said. 
"The two aesthetic elements, 
united by the unassuming 
glazes, give the forms a 
mysterious timelessness. " 
Kuo received merit awards 
for work exhibited at the 
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Kress' work is a 
collage of relation-
ships through color, 
patterns and repeated 
images and objects. 
and small restaurants and 
illustrates the lifestyle of the 
lower~lass, while at the same 
time glorifying the nostalgic 
bygone times when diners first 
opened and were frequented 
by m'lre affluent groups. 
Kryczka currently is 
teaching at the American 
Academy of Art in Chicago and 
Paducah Art Guild this year continues to exhibit his work 
and at the 1987 Mid-States Art regionally and nationally. 
Show at the Evansville A public reception for the 
Museum of Arts and Sciences ar:.ist will be held at 7 p.m. 
inlndiana. Friday at the museum. 
Museum hours are 9 8.m. to 3 
Kryczka will exhibit p.m. Monday through Friday 
drawings entitled "Greasy and 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. Sunday. 
Spoons and Filthy Forks." The exhibit is free to the 
The exhibit focuses on diners public. 
~® 
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Hijackers free hostages then flee from site 
ALGIERS, Algeria (UPI) -
The hijackers of 3 Kuwaiti jet 
who killed two people during a 
Ui-day standoff were allowed 
to slip away Wednesday -
possibly to Beirut - after 
releasing their remaining 31 
hostages. 
u.s. says hijacker is suspected 
of killing American in 1 985 
"From our standpoint, these 
people are first hijackers and 
that is a violation of in-
ternational agree.nents and 
conventions and second, 
clearly are murderers and so 
from the standpoint of the 
international community, we 
don't like to see hijackers and 
murderers go off free," he 
said. 
WASHINGTON <UP!) -
The State Department said 
Wednesday it !las indications 
that one of the Moslem 
hijackers of a Kuwaiti 
Airways jet was involved in 
the killirtg of a U.S. Navy 
seaman in the 1985 TWA 
hijacking. 
"We thank God that we are 
safe now and thank the 
Algerian government," said a 
hostage who gave his name as 
Ali, a Kuwaiti fireman among 
the waving captives who 
streamed down the steps of the 
Boeing 747 onto the runway 
abOlit6a.m. W~esday. 
'Ibe Iraqi pilot, Capt. Subhi 
Yousif, said all 31 on board -
including three members of 
the Kuwaiti royal family -
were freed after Al2erian 
negotiators wore down the sky 
pirates on the 16th day of the i. 
terror odyssey that took the 
airct;,ft from Mashhad, Iran, 
Hassan Izz-al-din was 
identified as the suspect and 
is under an edsting U.S. 
arrest warrant, department 
spokeswoman Phyllis 
Oakley told reporters. 
"We are looking for in-
dications that the hijackers 
and murderers of two in-
nocent air travelers (in the . 
Kuwaiti Airways .hijacking) 
will be pro5eCUled," said 
Oakley .. 
to Larnaca, Cyprus, where two 
pa.~ers were killed, and 
then to Algiers' Houari 
Boumedienne Airport. 
Before releasing the 
hostages, the hijackers issued 
a statement vowing not to give 
up their quest to win freedom 
for 17 terrorists jailed in 
Kuwait for bombing the U.S. 
and French embassies in 1983. 
"We have a just cause. Our 
efforts will continue to release 
our brothers in Kuwait," they 
said. 
A senior Kuwaiti official said 
Kuwait offered no concessions 
to the hijackers. 
Kuwaiti sources close to a 
Kuwaiti delegation in Algiers 
said the sky pirates were 
"flown out to an undisclosed 
destination" aboard a special 
plane provided for under an 
Algerian guarantee of safe 
passage. 
The hijackers, who com-
The· . hijackers of the 
Kuwaiti jet who killed· two 
people ... during ... a. 16-day 
standoff were cillowed to slip 
away from AlgTia. Wed-
nesday; possibly to Beirut, 
after releasing their 
remaining31 hostages. 
mandeered Kuwaiti Airways 
Flight 422 enroute from 
Bangkok to Kuwait with 112 
people on board April 5, came 
out of the jetliner at about the 
same time the hostages were 
released and were taken away 
by Algerian officials, the 
sources said. 
The sources did not say 
where the gunmen were taken. 
But diplomatic sources said 
the most-likely destination was 
Kuwait didn't yield 
to hijackers - official 
KUWAIT (UPI) - Kuwait jet ~ a oon-stop .flight 
made no concessions to the from Thailand to KUWaIt and 
hijackers of a Kuwait Airways forced it to make its fll'St stop 
Boeing 747 to persuade them to in an od)'S5e)' of terror at 
release all their hostages, Iran's Mashhadairport. 
ending 16 days of terror, a ~ hijackiru( s~ the 
senior Kuwaiti official said Mediterranean 1roin Beirut to 
Wednesday. ~. Cyprus tben to Algeria. ~ 
"Kuwait bas not offered any hostages were killed dunng 
concessions whatsoever to the the ordeal and more thaD 70 
hijackers," the official, who ~~re. released before the 
r~uested anonymity, told hi~cking ended .W~y 
UmtedPress International. wn~o~t tb~ . all' pirates 
The official said the achievmg their demand for the 
hijackers of the Kuwaiti jumbo release of 17 convicted 
jet had surrendered to the terrorists j~~ in Kuw~t. 
Algerian authorities in return The tenslOD m Kuwait eased 
for a pledge of safe passage to as officials confirmed news 
anuospecifieddestinatiOD. that aD the hostages bad left 
the hijacked plane. 
The state-nm Kuwait News 
Agency KUNA said Algerian 
Foreign Minister Ahmad 
Taleb Al-Ibrabimi met with 
the hijackers late Tuesday and 
negotiated a safe passage to 
Lehanon or Iran for the 
bijackers if they released all 
the remaining hostages. 
KUNA, quoting informed 
sources in Algiers, said the 
hijackers left the plane 
Wednesday in two batches. 
"The first balch was five 
hijackers, the second four," 
indicating there were a total of 
nine hijackers. 
News of the release of the 
remaining 31 hostages aboard 
the Boeing 747 was broadcast 
live from Algiers on state-run 
Kuwaiti radio and television. 
In Kuwait, hundreds of 
jubilant rtlQ!orists jammed the 
sand-swept streets of Kuwait 
city, honking horns and 
flashing "V" victory signs to 
celebrate. 
Tension had gripped the 
small oil-rich nation since the 
moment 16 days ago when the 
hijackers commandeered the 
''The happy end of the 
hijacking is an expression of 
:,!::l =ci~" ~d. s~; 
Kuwaiti people stood as one 
man in achieving a noble goal 
... rejecting the blackmail and 
terrorism of the hijackers. 
"We are thrilled with joy 
that this plight has come to and 
end without giving in to the 
terrorists," tbe official said. 
The Kuwaiti Cabinet ex-
pressed "deep gratitude" 
Wednesday to the government 
of Algeria for the leading role 
it played in ending the 
hijacking. The Council of 
Ministers also thanked the 
Palestine Liberation 
Organization, and its leader 
Vasser Arafat. 
"The Council of Ministers 
stresses that this cowardly 
operation, along with a series 
of terrorist and criminal 
operations in our Arab world, 
comes with a sclleme .limed at 
the security of the Arab 
nation," an official statement 
said. 
Oakley said the ad- some indications" that 
ministration had no in- among them was Izz-aI-din. 
formation about the "He was directly involyed 
arrangements under which in the murder of Robert 
the hijackers freed their Dean Ste~m aboard TWA 
hostages, but a senior 847 and we want him brought 
Kuwaiti oflacial said Kuwait to justice," she said. "As 
did not release 17 jailed long as he is free.. there is a 
terrot'ibcs as the hijackers real and considerable risk 
demanded. . that he will murder again, as 
Oakley at first conceded, 
"We don't know where the 
hijackers are" but then 
declined any specific details 
00 whether the United States 
was aware of the hijackeJs' 
wbereabouts. 
•• U the hijackers are freed, 
w~ will be very disap-
pointed," she said. "We will 
not rest in our efforts to 
bring them to justice 
wherever they are ... 
Oakley said it is difficult to 
know the identities of the 
hijackers but "we're in-
clined to believe» they are 
memOOts of the pro-Iranian 
HezbolJahorPartyofGod. 
She also said "we bave 
west Beirut, headquarters of 
the pro-Iranian Hezbollah 
(Party of God) Shiite Moslem 
militia. Tbe hijackers were 
believed to be affiliated with 
Hezbollah. 
The state-run Kuwait News 
Agency, KUNA, said Algerian 
Foreign Minister Ahmad 
Taleb Al-Ibrahimi boarded the 
plane late Tuesday and 
negotiated a safe passage 1;.) 
Lebanon or Iran for the nine 
he may have done in this 
case." 
Oakley said the ad-
ministration is "pleased and 
delighted" that the hostages 
have been freed but offered 
no direct expression of 
gratitude to Algeria. which 
helped negotiate the deal. . 
Secretary of State George 
Shultz, in Helsinki on his way 
to pre-summit meetings in 
Moecow, said, "Wedon'tlike 
to see hijackers and mur-
derers go off free." 
The administration is on 
~\'!tt:~~ak~ 
of the milita~J' confrontation 
with Iran in the Persian Gulf 
on Monday. 
hijackers if they released the 
remaining hostages. 
In Helsinki, Finiand, 
Secretary of State George 
Shultz said the United States 
government was not pleased to 
see the hijackers leave 
Algeria, the key party in 
bringing about the release of 52 
American hostages held by 
Iran for 444 days after ate U.S. 
Embassy was sei~ed in 
November 1979. 
An informal study reported that 
92 % of SlU women surveyed would 
not date a man who, in their 
opinion, drinks heavily. 
tIJ .... >01 For alcohol .~:. inlormalion call \: 1\.": 536-4441 ~~ e~~ 
White House spokesman 
Marlin Fitzwater said, "W" 
welcome the freeing of the 
remaining hostages," but 
expressed concern the 
hijackers might go un-
punished. 
"They apparently disap-
peared in the middle of the 
night," he said. 
In Kuwait, hundreds of 
J'ubilant motorists jammed 
streets, bonking horns and 
flashing "V" victory signs to 
celebrate the end of the ordeal. 
Among the freeci hostages 
were three members of the 
Kuwaiti royal family - Prince 
Fabled AI Sabah, 33; and his 
sisters, Princess Anwaar, 20, 
and Princess Ebtesan, 23. 
Algerian and Kuwaiti officials 
whisked the three away to a 
hospital right after tbey 
stepped off the plane. 
The other 21 hostages and 
seven crewmembers, mostly 
looking surprisingly unruffled 
except for the dark circles 
around their eyes, said they 
were kept in a darkened cabin 
for most of the drama in-
cluding during the slaying of 
two Kuwaiti men at Larnaca, 
Cyprus. 
"With the engines running at 
times and being within the 
cabin, it's hard to hear ," 
Yousif said. Yousif said he was 
held in the mid-section of the 
airplane with the other 
hostages. 
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u.s. ends search 
for lost chopper 
WASHINGTON <UPI) -
The United States ended its 
search for a Marine helic,.,ter 
that vanished over the Persian 
Gulf and the chopper's two 
man crew was declared 
missing, the White House and 
Pentagon announced Wed-
nesday. 
The helicopter was reported 
overdue Monday after combat 
between American and 
Iranian naval forces. 
"The search and rescue 
effort has been terminated 
with negative results," White 
House spokesman Marlin 
Fitzwater told reporters. "The 
pilot and co-pilot have been 
declared missing." 
Fitzwater said there was no 
evidence Iran shot down the 
AH-l Cobra gunship helicopter 
- despite such claims by 
Tehran. 
But the Pentagon issued a 
statement Wednesday that 
said an analysis showed "an 
unknown party was heard 
challenging an 'American 
aircraft' about the time of the 
last (radio) transmission from 
the missing (helicopter). " 
"There have been no reports 
of weapons fire or explosion in 
the area where the aircraft 
was last known to bfl 
operating," the Pentagon 
statement added. "There is no 
positive evidence at this time 
to determine the cause of the 
helicopter's disappearance." 
The search conclu:led 
Tuesday, the Pentagon 
stateme'lt said, and the Navy 
will continue to study events 
surrounding the disap-
pearance of the helicopter aDd 
its crew: capt. Stephen Leslit" 
30, of New Bern, N.C., ant' 
capt. Kenneth Hill, 33, of 
Thomasville, N.C. They are 
assigned to Sqw:.dron 167 of the 
Marine Air Stati!)n of New 
River, N.C. 
Iran claimed it hit the 
helicopter, sending it plunging 
into the Persian Gulf aflJ'e 
Monday after American forces 
launched assaults on Iranian 
oil platforms and fighting 
erupted between U.S. and 
Iranian naval forces. 
On Tuesday, a Pentagon 
spokesman, Dan Howard, said 
he was skeptical of Iran's 
claim that it downed the 
helicopter - which was on a 
standard patrol - since 
Tehran's claim was not made 
until after the Defense 
Department reported the 
Cobra missing. 
Shultz to seek Soviet 
support against Iran 
HELSINKI, Finland (UP!) relations with Tehran by 
- Secretary of State George voicing support for the United 
Shultz. said Wednesday he will States. 
seek Soviet support for an One senior administration 
arms embargo against Iran official said he is convinced the 
p~:SfJenU: ~:a~~;n;;:;;::; :~;r~eia~ c:~~~e ~llhedJ: 
Star Wars missile defense Security Council resolution 
system in time for the banning arms sales to Iran 
superpower summit next because of the Security 
month. Council's refusal to make 
Shultz, speaking on the eve peace with Iran. 
of a two-day visit to Moscow, The Soviet Union, a per-
pointed out the Kremlin manent member of the 
supported U.S. military SecurityCouncilalongwithtbe 
retaliation against Iran in United States, Britain, China 
October when U.S. forces in and. France, can veto passage 
the Persian Gulf severely of the arms resolution. 
damaged an Iranian oil With Reagan's third summit 
platform in retaliation for a with Soviet leader Mikhail 
missile attack on a U.S.- Gorbachev less than six weeks 
flagged tanker. away, a senior official 
He said he expects the traveling with Shultz said 
Soviets will take the same view arms talks in Geneva had 
toward this week's U.S. produced some progress 
military response in which the limiting strategic or in-
Pentagon said U.S. Ships and tercontinental nuclear 
jets hit six Iranian ships. Iran missiles. But the official 
said 15 of its sailors were killed reported no progress on 
in the clashes that came after Reagan's proposed Strategic 
the U.S. demolition of two ~ense Initiative. 
offshore oil rigs in retaliation The Soviets have linked 
for a mine explosion that strategic weapons and SDI, 
nearly sank a U.S. frigate last saying there must be 
week. restrictions on advanced 
"I'll discuss it with the testing of space-borne 
Soviet Union," Shultz said. "It defensive weapons before 
(the U.S. action in October) there can be any treaty on 
was internationally supported. cutting back offensive 
We have the same thing here, strategic we-~pons. 
in effect. " "Our approach is to continue 
Sbulu said he would seek working at these problems, 
Soviet support for a U.N. which are inherenUy dif-
Security 'CounciI resolution ficult," Shultz said at a news 
backing an arms embargo conference OIl the eve of flying 
against Iran but declined to toMosc:ow. 
predict bow Kremlin officials The two sides, he said, 
would respond. ''want a good agreement, not 
The Soviet Union has an agreement justfor the sake 
shipped weapoos to Iraq but of an agreement." 
offiCially is neutral in the An American official earlier 
Persian Gulf War. Soviet of- said there are still 1,200 
ficials have attempted to mend specific differences between 
strained relations with Iran, the two sides 011 the complex 
which borders the communist agreement cutting offensive 
giant. arms by 50 percent over five 
The Soviet media has years. 
criticized the U.S. action in the "Obviously," Shultz said, 
JUH, and U.S. officials ac- "as we get closer and closer, 
companying Shultz also without coming to closure, it 
pointed out they did not expect gets more and more difficult-
Soviet Ieaders..to. risk, future. , that's quite evident. " 
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't.':r.:rx:.~'':'.' .. ....... 299M"39 
, 
J.a¥h_ii} .·22-88 .............. 3652Aal411 I~[:·:::··:: ... :: .. :~~~.~~I:~· ············::1 " 
-C ~~~ ~~If{~~~ , ~, macula,. condo $59511. 457-138'. SoIM om. hrw. (formerly faal Side ~anv:,:o:::; .:: !.!: abo. 
'IIIIf ii.5,~m.N· ,iii 'Gx' 2 !~~:::. ~J. 6/15 N. ,/II_I. C'daIe.457· 54N405.' -. 
• _ ':::S,=.·;.~~~··_fJ,.... 5-" ................ 3466Alt'53 !::MAaiirOSH5"2«~;!:: :-= ;E::~~::i=:=n:~ I:(:.:::.::::::::~~:~:E=~:::::::::::] ~1~:~~-:: 
fIl ~'::s~N:..~~~~3:~!~ ::;.o~ .. !:-=. ';:::,i l:f:·:·::·:·;;;:·~d·:S:;;;I:I=:·:·:·:·::ll 
fIl =.~ ~~;;~':!~:S9.~ Auto :v.~:o; ',,''; is Wirii4 ~~s:,!!!~:~:.::;::::;;:<.::~.::.: 
tU t:'-:UilA· iX:-i.·sliwr.::r::: ~~'~r aI~ • .:. =:: 457·77lUar549-3560. cook f .... Nalan. CIe. am·lm -.s .. Great .ondman. fenced yom/. ful" lumlsh.d. $7500 .... " ................ 3.JI3Ah1J9 "" .. r.d.-d. 9I5-3Ot5. abo. 457.5455. Me lABS HOWS tire "me 10 1I00I<. 
_ .... 26 .................. _0'42 .... " ................ 3179Ae'39 ~ic:::::::-s,.:;.."n.~ ... v::':"" 
U =~.::'i~~/~ "1,~ ... 22 ................ 35«.Ah'40 
• 
.-
'-I-
.-(Il 
fIl 
res 
-U 
...... HabI •. Coli 549-7»4 offer , = ~u::.u:::'!.-":;:"'. ~i 
p.m. _5J9..5,... 
5·'.. . ............. '56IAo1 .. 7 5-3-11 .............. 3562Ah'47 ~ .• !N';.,u::.T !!.,.,CA~:..;, ·":t COOl. VAllEY KENNW. -...... 
..1I.'-abo.caI'54'-6374. ,. ...... U . 53 0 .... Ifwp ,. 
.... 28-88 .....•...•.... 3567""'41 DuQuomll. 542'-. S_,_. 
'79 MUSTANG. HATCHM. _.fIn 5-" ................ 3522A1t153 
,_ .. oloclc. air condo .-. '12 
Da~ 200SX ... c. condo .... fm 
_. ,,"cond . .-. 549-5290 . 
... 27-88 . . . • . . . . . . . .. 3573Aa'43 
'8/ SlLVfII TOYOTA LlFJaACIC 45._ 
mI .•• _oof. am·fIn ........... 
condo $2300 abo 457'-. 
.·22-88 .............. 3524.A0'. 
·79MAZOA fIX 7. 5.,..,. "'.1WNoof. 
,tilt."" COSI.. "..., II,... and morw. 
e"c. cond .. $2"5. -'-'. 529-
.'2. 
.... 27 ................ 35.12Aa'43 
'NS TOYOTA COfIOWI. dr .• 5 lflii. 
air. _·fIn ._. po ...... .II "'III. 
.............. S4tMI52f-46f1. 
... " ................ mIAol .. 
Dolt', ........ , ...... , 
D.I. a.ASSIf.,DS 
PHONI: 
Truck. Auto. V .. 
FUUUIIEOF 
ACCESSORIES! 
W. oH" • variety of 
drlSS-UP parts & 
accessories. 
Fukolor catalog 
available. 
HIS: Mon.·Sat. 10·6 
Rt.13W 
IZV.llilaW.D'RIIII8dI/nnl 
belW8IIICatIIoadIIe& 
...... D 
8843338 
.-
... 
I. FOOT AlUMINUM V-HUU. ...., 
..... nIMr. 55 H.P. --,.. $750. 
_51' .... -..' .. . 
... _ ............... 7411".' 
IC:::.:·::::::::.::.~m~;~::::::::·::.:::::]] 
Qll&N SIZE WAmlfD S350_. CatIJ'm -...a5 ,, __ tea.. 
:;:;r.' ............ 34'''''''''' 
WANDD 
We bur _t T.V .. 
s ....... va.In~ 
~. 
lV ....... ·$25Mo • 
A'Ir.tv 7151.111. 
52947'7 
JENNY'S ANTIQUES ANO IISed 
'"''''''41''' old rout. .3 west. fum 
Sou,h at M,dl"nd Inn Tc-.,.,.,.. ond 80 
J mIl ••. 'II)' ond Sell. 549-49/';. 
5·1-88 .............. 3116Am,!3 
MISS KITTY'S GOOO deon lIIed 
I"m"",.. 104 E. Jad<son 51 .. C'dole. 
Ch... drowers. dres...... .01",. 
much more. , have IUlt plll'Chased G 
Iradot' 'roJI.,- load of new furnIture 
ot my I""" In Hun' on Bush A.,. .• 
RR 149. ~ mil •• E. 01 o.So/o. Nome 
Iwond fuml"'re. not 'link 0' IInheoN1 
of prIces. 
5·15-88 ... ' ......... 3657Aml55 
ANTIQUE OINmE SET wflh buff.I. 
bunk _. de.k. pot'Ioble _her. 
o'r condltlonen; •• form doors. 529· 
3174. 
... 22-88 ............. 3450Am fot(l 
L:···:·:~:.:·:::····:·:jl 
WHO 010 VICE Pl/fS/OENT llIIh ... 11 
when he needed IOIInd and 11gh,.? 
Sound C .... sITIng_ 01_ 21M". 
O.J. sys ...... ond AlUO/ ~Ing 
• ..,dlo.I22$."" ...... A ... 457·560I. 
4·25-1' . ............. 2J5'Anl4' 
GUITAI. lASS ANO "-.., /euons. 
ITonKrlp"...... Mo:1 styles. $IU 
Grad. 14 ...... ., .• Idt 54t-6140. 
... 26 ................. 2467"'"141 
GIlSON EXI'lOl!fl WITH Kohler $5(10. I'wovy 2011 __ $2fjO. 
!:;7.'" effect,...,. 1M ... 457· 
.. 2t.fI .............. -"'41 
Am .• HOUSIS. TlAUIS ....... 
SIll. fum. s..- ., ,.", , _. 
'-..... '.,529-'120. 
.. 2t.fI ................... 'oD NICI_'-.furn. .... .. 
.... SlIt .... Wolf 3'3 f._ 
.'30S-.SUO,.".'-. ...... 
~·.~~· .. _, .. ,G 
SOUTH~$JJIIff ~. CarioondoIe. Just __ ... 
~ I" s-.HundNd ..... S. " .. cIIr-.tIy"''''-11 T_~ •• _ 
-.-. - ..... -"-. fwMIred ., -.....,. 0-.. 
_ '-- fumlIII_.-, 
-'"". -- ,.,.. pIdr ....... 
-.yllg/tll."""--
'""" cfty .....,... QufDI -
-, .. """"""',.... 
"""'*- ..... dG-. '-
....... for_ ._.."wm. 
_ 01 un"'. v..,,~. 
~~'!.:d~·L~ 
-'" ", _Is w...,. ColI 457-
7352 Dr 529-5777. 
.. 27", ............. _'43 
WEST MIU STIffJ ~. CorIoondooIe.J.,.._. __CGmpUS.ln __  Wa' 
MIIISt .... ioIt_of_ 
LIbrary. T_-'- fumIahed or 
unfurnlsloed. _Iot .. -. 
-.-. ............. 1/0_ 
....... Of' _low to dol.,.". •. 
-..- ............. _-
_ .. .." ", ___ .0-.. 
-'--,,----pIdwp ..... -.y ,..... ..... 
.......... _-cfty ........ 0..,.,_._ .. _;<1/ 
-'~''''''~'I __ -"' ..... foII ..... Spring PIG ........... ~ 7" S. 
..... S, .• ~W.Mllf5',""'S, 
PcpIor 51 .. ""-"r ... ",_. 
UInry. Ca11457·7352_ 52t-5777. 
... 27 ................. 234710'. 
,OWLY , ... An. 0uIeI. owl .... 
......- ..",.. HewIr ......-. 
001< f-'. low uHf .• due .. ocfIaoI. 
TIIA,..15w-Gpf1D1t"'_457· 
au. 
.. 29", ............. _'45 
GfO.GfTOWH AI'AITMfHTS. LO\lfl.Y _ fum. __
""""1/ foil. s.- for 2.'.4 
people. Dr.pIor .... 10-5:30 dally. 
529·21.7. 
5.2", ............... 3195181. 
CAlIlOHlIAlf. t.UGE ffFICIEHCY. 
Fum. crpII. _.__ ......... lull 
fdtclten, or • ."eI _ .... "-
p .. rldng. U ..... 1n VIII_ Apts .. S. 51 
..... ",_Hl'I_".., .... to . SoI"'" Lou_. 5 .......... "65 
mo. I'oJI S20II per -"' . ......, M_ .... ,.,.,.._.CofI54f. 
69P0 . 
.. 29-18 .............. 3'_'45 
for ..... I .. " •• 
Dow .... ' ...... PrIce 
....... 
D ••• CLAIIIfIID 
11 .. 1111 
., ~., .. ,.. I 
, ................................. . 
o/SCOUNT HOUSING. , ond 2 IJdnn 
fuml.hed ..,.,.. 2 ml _, of C'dole 
I .. modo Inn. call 680f.4'45. 
4.2'-88 .............. 238380145 
C'OALE. fUINISHEO APTS. (' blocJc 
__ oj. ot4'OW. F_n. 3 
1Jdnn. $475. 21>d<m. PIG. EffIciency 
$ 110. Alia 5 Wrm hallie 0' 60P S. 
:'''f!fsJ.'40per,..,...,.permo. Coli 
5.2'" ............... 232580'46 
3 IIOMI APAITMENT. fJCaUSIVE 
oreo. Ideo' "" proIea.,ono' 01' 
'-!!y. S430 per """"h. SIOO all 101 
mos. ,..,.t. 5294361. 
~·29'" .............. 2_,45 
SUILEASE FOIl SU_EI 2 1Jdnn. 
f-~m. ..leI. .,....holl loIocJc to 
campus. Coli II"'" at 549-4491. 
4-21'" . . . . . .... . ... 254380139 
NEW 21Oo1MS. 5'6 So. Poplar 2 or 3 
~. ::..rr:',=' ~m.'. ~ 
1120. 
4.26-88 .............. 304980141 
NEW 3 IIOMI 512 So. W"II. fum. 
do .. '" loc. Sum",., or I'oJI. 529· 
3511.529-1120. 
4·26 ................. 3OS08o'42 
2 /IORM APT fUlN .. 0<:. dOl. to SIU. 
"""'I. M"" .... A,.. After __ 457-
nu .... 54P-4265. 
5-"", .............. 3_'53 2/1ORM FUIN. An. 1M , .... _ •• 
no. 3.105 W. MaIn '''''''IlIJMay 15'" 
S295 mo. _ ond IT. Ind .• o-c. 
529-4076 • 
4-2'''' .............. ". .... '39 
lOW~IIATES ..... ' ..... 2 
""'-• ....,..,. fum.-unfum •• air. faI, _, ....... 457-6956. 
6-1_ .............. _'54 
, 0Hf /IORM UNIT. unfurn,shed. 
_ ""'- pGId. S'50 _.3l1li_ 
_, ", CariNNodoI.. In qui., 
... .......,......, pels """, . .:ai, .7· 
3"71. If ... _coJI-"'. 
',.2f.II .............. _'45 NICE 1 _ FUIIH .• or. ...w-
'::,.s.:=.~~:7~ 887-'''. 
4-2f.II .............. 365''''45 , __ An.. ,"5_
..... _ ,.,.. ""'-. or 1'50 for 
;::;. ::. ':"..::=-. '*:s1. 
6352. 
.. 22--11._ •••••.•••••. : ...... ,40 
IIU AIIPIlOYID 
eAJr~ 
........... ,., 
.,..,c...-. 
efumIIhN 
eO-toe..,. 
e a..-I GI1IIa 
_OIay-
.'iiIi .... ApII. 
ntlQUADS 
12071. .... C'a •• 
"7 .. 121 
Show 'to5pmM.f 
galet eo..ab7 
~ a ___ "-CUIIIUI 
1 a215drm. rum. Apt5. 
5I.rnmer ftent $100-$150 
raiRent 
$165-$26S 
Water a Trash 
~
2.3A8drm run. I'1ou5I!5 
Summer ftent 
$175-$200 
WInter Rent 
$295-$395 
NoPe .. 
CaD 684-4145 
I. or 3 IIORM APT. fUIN 01' un/um •. , IIJRM APT. AVAIL. May 15. 5265 LARGE 2 lotrM. QUIET "' .... nHr 
oc. M"" 01' A,.. After noon. 457· mo. Nice. cIeon. qui.'. 54''-. Corbondal. C"nlc. Fuml.hed <-r 
nl2.' E",'n".. unfllml.hed. 5.360 up. 54'-6'25. 
5·11-88 .............. 2'0380153 ... 29-48 .............. 367580145 5·11-88 ............. 323410153 
TOP CA •• ONOAlE lOCATIONS fOIl VIOEO I'ETS OK. M·boro. I IJdnn SPACIOUS FURN. OIlInfurn. En ... ", 
Fall. , ond:l Itdrm furnIshed opts. no film. Indudlnll ulll. Coli U4-6n5. e::. 1 or 2 Itdrm. oil eI_. qlll., pe,.. col' U4-4'45. 4-22-18 •.........•... 355680140 "' .... 457·5276 
4·29'" .............. 2_'45 BEAUTIFUL LAI!GE I IIE~OOM. 5·11-1' .............. 324180'Sl 
SUMMER SU8lEASER WANTED. =tf:= .... !':.~t..lf';;:!;55"O;:' C'lIAlf 2 80trM APT. In a quI .. oreo. ~" =,;'P:;,f,:,O.!*' :;;;'" :::. 5 p m ~::::r a~::t!,":'::;clf:r;:;. ~ :: 
eon....,L_porlrOHlce. 4-25-88 .............. 36798014' 529· '439 or 54'-6 '54. 
4.27-88 .............. 355'801., CARTEIIVlllE • EFFICIENCY 4·22-88 .............. 329580140 
ONE "00( FIOM ... mpus. fwD APARTMENTS. furnl.hed. SI25 IlEST VALUE. UTll. In<l .. elf. 1.2 
1Jdnn. 5240 ",0. A..,II. M"" 15 • • H. momhly. R •. '1 <0'00..-.. 1·915· Wrm $'20·5240. Fall or Sum. 910 W 
SIlO mo. A ... ,I. A"Ii. 15. Summ... 6108. Sycerm ...... 457-6'9J ..... 
suble .. SilO mo. 457-7355 offer 5 "'22-88 .............. 356'80'40 5·11-88 .......•.•.... 3291BaI5J 
p.m. 2 IIORM IlASEMENT APARTMENT. COUNTRY aue ClllaE S""o ........ 
..28... . • . . . . . .. . ... 356580,'44 Nice. dean. <I .... to cr.m,..... 5240 WaIn,,' Sq. 1.2 ond J Itdrm fum. ond 
SUMMER SUILEASER NfEOEO "'" mo. '1 mon.h I ..... '''''''ns. May 15. unfum. l_slng now far Fall. Offlo. 
Wrm oporlmen •. Clos. to com,..... Qule' s..,den .. preferred. Coli 549· 1m. M.F ':30·5. Sor. ,0-4. SlIn 1.5. 
Call 529·'861. 7139. 529-4511. 
4-22 ................. 368910'40 5-3 .................. 361'80'47 4-22-88 •............. 334980140 
NICE NEW 2 /IORM. fum. 5/6 S. NICE 2 IlEIlRO()Ao. APARTMENT In 'ANO 2 IOI1M Mrs. CI_n. qui ••• 
Poplar. Slimmer ,peclol. UOO per townM'boro.SI7s"".SI00~"·I.loY to compus. Summ ... ar Fall. 
mao I. 2. 3 _, •• 529-3581. 529- Johnny529-4212. 617-/931. 
!~~ ............... 355010'49 ~~Ii . ii:NTAtS~ . WE 3::0':' ~A!:.Ei 'suiiWiri: ,. =Io~:: 
~.:.o!!'1 '= ,~=:;,:":. :=.,'l,~: t.jj't!.~ro=: ~;;. 7,;'" O-C. C/O .. to campus. 617· 
~~.~~: ~~~.~·J52680145 !'~ ............... 323'80'49 ~t~iIFUi.'· 'iHlifE .... :::,,:!:! 
~upIe~:' =~'U= ::/!~~2:!d='%w ": !:!:'" Fa~~':"':""~!': ~= 
Coli KIm 52t-27t2. med/<QI studen .. -'yo no,..... CoIl WolkllllJdl._.549-5520. 
2~' APT.' AVA=r: ~~"" ............. 3'_'53 ~J~Y:i'8i~: 'II!='~ 
_ .... /y. _ ."... from EGYI'nAN ""_0 COMI'UXES fum. Sublet 1M Summot OF _, for 
.--. CoI'orfIw6p ..... 52t-U19. - -Hog 1M Summot ..... Fall. A_'.b_elynul52t-2117. 
:.:=; i IDiM'SUMMEI":::'~ =~_'n -. 457-1941 ",54,. ~Rii FUitNiSHfii~'t:'l~ 
"60. 2 ..... _ SIO. Fall ... 21", ......•...•.•. 3' ...... '39 4 people .... , 5umrote< or 1'oJ' 529-
"IS. ___ . 1 _ FUlN .. AC. ..", _I 2'IiT. 
6-21'" .............. 357'-"51 SuIrIeooe for Sum_ only. Very 5-,'" ............... 33'_'5' 
Sl'ACfOUS FIIIN. 2 101M. _ #p. .... .. CGmpUS. I'rI .. ~_. TOWN HOUSE. 2 /IORM. unfum • 
... uHI. Iftduded. C ....... _. AM about..,. No.3. CoIl 687·1.. ~1uI "'- .... 5 _. -' 
MoyoMar '- __ S516 ., 5G- 01'457·2347. 1ocaIIoft.S4f.65N_. OOU. 4-25-U .............. _'4' 6-21", .............. _'51 
*-2f4.. .............. .t577Io145 
Now _ n'I' 
.. ........... & ... 
Furnilhed 
_bedroom •. 
GncI~'" 
Incl ....... 
Carpet & Air 
Laundry Facilities 
Water. Trash & s.w ... 
Clean & Quiet 
HoPets 
Shawn b, AppaInh .... t: 
Only 
549·6610 
Imperial Mecca 
A rtm.nt. 
a ......... 
~0Wl1IIII ..... 
AyallabJe 
SlUIUIler 
a4 . 
Pall 
$4100$800 ...... 
..... 
PropHt,. 
-----
aoaa.1Iaba 
".7-.184 
"""'~!.'Iii1': .• o,.a1Reatal. 
a... ............. 
rv.y..-rtment Is thoroughly 
cleaned bV OW cIear*'I"" • 
thev ere SQUIIIII"I deMMd readv 
far~ to".,. Into, AI*tment5 
.,.,. yow mother 
wauId be proud~. 
HI&CeIIep 
... 7 ....... 
"EW 
"P"RTME"TS 
309 W. College 
509 S. Rawlings 
519 S. Rawlings 
e()neblock 
from campus 
-Washer I Dryer 
eMicrowave 
-2 fuli bathrooM 
-DfshWCPher 
, ....... ...,.,.. ... call J~"'O.~ 
Mallba Village 
Now ReatlDa for 
S.mmorand 
paUle88 
Aputmeata. ..... lIGbUellcM_tll 
5Z'·4301 
SUILEASf TIL '2-88. , Wrm un/urn. 
apI, n...,. Moll 5252 mo. half price 
Summer mo.. Coil s.49.J470. 
•• 25... 3325801.' I ......... ·H;~'·::':·'·: .. 'l 
LARGE 4 8DRM HOUSE. clo •• ';0 lIac-
Cent .... lum .• nlftYly remod.led. no 
pets, oyol'ob;. Sa.,mmer only 549· 
4871 
4-25." . . ......... 35528bl41 
lOONIES I E<"":."'OMlCAli NICE I 
Move In now_ 2 berms. S22S1 7 mi. 
to SIU. Appll,rnc ••. 5.'·3850. 
4.26.88 ... .. .. ... ... 35618bl42 
GREAT lOCATION BEHINO Rec 
Cen'er. 300 E. Hn"". ., bdrm, 
unfurn. $500. Summer S580. Cle. gos 
appliances gnd fumace. no p.ts or 
wo.er bed •. 5.'·14'7 aft.,. I p.m. 
5.3.n ............... 3566Bbl47 
SUa·lEASE FOIl SU_ER. 3 bed.oom 
hous.e 810 W. Co!I.,. Clo.. '0 
Cornmu"'C"CItlonsSldg . .§.49·1240. 
4.21." .............. 34658b'44 
4 BORM HOUSE. WEU leept. fum. 
qll'.f ,..,gltborhood. IffOSe. no ~ts+ 
Summ.rorfoIl6l4-59r7. 
5-4-11 .......... , .•.. 34S28bI48 
SUN $PACE. GARAGf. , ond on. 
hall bath. 3 Wrm. bsmn.. ...... 
A ... ,I Jun. 1.54'-6591_. 
6.21 ................. 3S338b15{ 
• IO/IM MILE ANO 0 quo ........ t an 
PorIc _ Wall. SI50 mo ... II ~HI. 
Included. 529-3513. , people need I 
m ...... 
..26·., .............. 3039IIJIoD 
2 POIlI IO/IM HOUSES. Carpeted. 
"". 3 IoIko from campus. SSOO mo. 
1'oJ1. SJOO mo. Sun ........ CoIl 457· 
_offer5p.m. 
4·27 ................. ~'43 
THIIff HOI/$ES. FUlHlSHEO. Four 
_ •. nope". '-~_. 
457·7427. ao.. "'......,..,.. 
... _ .............. 3'65 .. ,44 
SUMMEI ANO 01 foil. 0- 10 
......,..,.. ErcIro nice '.2. 3. _ 4 
....... Fum .• I"","""'. no pels. 
I~' . 
! ~~~ ,.iOii,i 'i,;".3~::::' 
qui.' GreG. un'urtt. .15 W. 5_. S420 mo. I yr. _ 
".A,.. IS. Hopels.457-7645. 5·"'" 3'251b'53 
"NTINO_ 
1UMM80R .ALL 
Extra Nice 
HOUIeII & Apt. 
Close to Campus 
549-410. 
(2-10) or '--message 
Available 
2 .............. 
..., Willow..,. 
UGH. Carico....., 
5.51 -'to 
Klng's Wale $100 
2 ......... 1rIRI .... 
South·DaI. "Ph. 
S.51$G5 
IffIdeIICY Apt. 
«)i W. Monroe $260 
2 ............. 
·H!ghlanderSub. Diy. 
5.51 $325 
4 .. nn • ....,. 
227 Lewis Lane $600 
C.11'nlnk 
549-7110 
'Hoodruff Services 
O'~e Stop Housing Guide 
Oftlce located at 
M_clow Riel ••• C·I 
Carltonclal. 
MEADOW RIDGE 
I. Surprlslnlly 
AHorel.bl. 
.rom .170 per penon 
IRat 
Brand New 3 & 4 
Bedroom Townhouses 
ConIIenIentIv located 
Next to 5ChooI on WaH a Campus 
Extras Inclucte: 
Wa5her/Oryer 
"eat Pump' 
DI5hWa5her 
- . -~. _ ....... a ............ ' 
Open Scrhwdays 10-4 Sunday 12-3 
Town Homes-Houses-Apartments-Mobile Homes .57.3321 
HOUSES 
"'~~.' ~ fW"" -~. 
~.""-"at~1 N.Carico,I. 
,... ....... 5Iarta fall. fumiIhecI with.-
IIockyard 
.Your_I __ ...... /~_at 
..... 2 -.-at 3116 N. Oakland. 5tarta 
........ 175,......,... 
eMutt.anIr need ............. a.-tIful_ 
2-.-dupleawlth ................ heat 
........ -'-• .,., ..... -...... Inlleautlful 
Union""'" 
elhift_a..-dupIea ""', .......... 
"-eel-' with -mil air. naturelp Mat 
"''' .. ,anI.'I •. 
457·3321 
APARTMENTS 
InIIIa -.: au ... 2 -..-behind 
c:.t.ondcaI. Olnic offen New 
Carpeting. lighted Porklng. Securtty 
and &on.aJ at ont, 1350.00 month". 
... ,- .. .-feet far the 
,.."...,.... with ...... large 
................. klkl.ls . .....-
"1nIntJ _. ,.,11 ....... _ to 
.......... Pooch ., IDIcony with each 
......--. ............. at no 
......... ~. Iehind CartIoncWe 
OIllIc1395.00-"'lr. 
......,. ..... II __ the drive. 
0nIrI165-1h1r ........ _2 
'-*-. 0nIr , ......... "-
CariIondDIe. AU ~. 
-...-. .... ----...... 
457·3321 
Molin. Hom •• 
2. 31edruom. at 
910E. Park 
You1ILove: 
eGr.at New L_1ona 
-Storage lulldlng 
............... 1 .. 
esundeck 
2&3""'-'at 
7141. CoIIep 
featuring: 
<aIoieTV 
<-tr-aIAU 
1IWaIher.or,er 
eo-toc:am.-
........... co.. EffIcIency 
e50rryNo ..... 
c.u a..te_ A-. 
457·3321 
Sunglasses 
Art' IJDU 6urP thne's 
nolh~ you WI do to 
help inq roommates 
finanriQ/ fAHi,N.r: C/IoMtIItJr.. 
I 
Sorrq. Hmnan. If you 
UlQnt help, trg ta!/ang to 
the UllWtrsltl/S president. 
lin ~tq muCh Just 0 
1i9urehtDd~ 
A 1107,000 {igurehead?? 
************************* 
... .ow .entlng For •• 11 And Su •• er iC 
it Office at 703 S. Ill. Ave., Carbondale .. 
... =~- 511S . ..".ridge2 , t19S.RowIings5 .. 
... 502 s . .."..-;dge 2 :! '~·s~~:;':ir2. a. ~ ; 509 S. Rawlings 2. 3. ... 5" 
-tc ~::,,:;~:: !,~. 310E.Colla{joio i =:':~:::n! .. 
iC 602N.Carico ::~~:::...:. (_t. 906W.Wolnut .. 
.. 4Go1"'.EeUaA81 _II :~.~~ 1,2,3 .. 
..... :~~,~ :: ~I.s;.r :ntIB1IDIIOOM SOl W. Collage I, 2. 3 .. ~ 210 Hospilal :2 ~:.r.!.':hU;'(OId13) 503W.Coliage 1,2.3 ..... 1 
~ 202 N. Poplar 1. 2 503 N. Allyn POUI UDIOOM .,... 
~ E::~;~~:~~ea.t) ~1:~~;· E~:E,~ : 
iC (w.... 408W.CherryCt. ;:::~;.:::: 2 1C 
.. 406S.l:Ihl •••• 1I,9 :::~:::::,Ct. IICI1'V,.U... .. 
..... TWO~ '4001W.Coliage , 3OICr .. tvi_Ln...... 
'7' 5145. 8everidge 1.3 SOOW.Coliage 2 303Crastvl_Ln. ~ 
~ 6IJ2 N. r:arico 301 Cr .. tview Ln. 305 Cr .. tvlew Ln. .. 
.. ~~:~~~:~ I =~=~:::t~: ~~:~=r .. 
... 311W.Cherry "l1E.Fr ..... an 406S.H .. t.r .. 
• ::::~~:~~~: =~:~ra:! :c~.o;::Dr. :2 .. 
.. =::~~:::::;. 4 ~~:~:::r ::~~.L=raa. 
iC ~~,~.F;~= ::~Ht~:tar :::::Io~W"I), ... 
... Tower HouI.tOld 13) 208 Hospital 2 519 S. Rawlings 1. .. 
... ::~: ::~::::~ ::~~.-;=" ~::~::.~ 1 iC ~ 410E.He"er 6145. Logan 3001 E. College 985·2567 "'1 
~ 210 Hospitol 3 906W.McOoniwl 316L ndo ..... ~ 6145. logan 4OOW. Oak Hw •• t). y ~ I ~ 507'·, WMain(bock; 407W.Coliege 1.2.3 i. 5 ~~~=-.!!. iC 
"'l" 906 S. McDon.el -,,- iC iC 400 W OOk 3 Ibock: ;~ ~ C~~::. 1.3. 4 5 : ;; .. ~~::-.Ln. , 
~ 703S.lllmoi$ 202 203 511 S.Beveridge2 51~N.Oaklond iC! 
By Jed Pres.t 
Oh sure ... weill do 
dabble In Q little pollcq 
setting Ql/d lobby In tnJ 
spare bme. 
MUIDALf HOMES. CARBONDAlE. SOUTH POPi.AI STREET Rooms ond 
West side campus. junction Toww .n'cI.nc:les. edole. Jus, ocross 
Rd. ond W. Murphysboro Rd .• for- Itrael /rom compus. In S .... n· 
merfy Old 13 W.st. A bit __ , Hundred blodc S. Poplor 51 .. dire<lly 
of MorrIs LlbN>l'}'. abcwl on.hall north 01 MOI'I'ls LlbfooIy. For slngl. 
mil. wet' Murdo'. Shopping Center. Wf:Imen StU students only. Four 
QoJ'.f. privat.. res.de"tlgi orea, prlvof. rooms with two bo,h, In 
obou' two miles or seven mlnuffl large aportmM' ond two .Hlclencfi 
from eampus Of downtown. Con· each wi'" Its own Oath. Furnished. 
lIen'e"' to west s.d. campus Owners provide In rents 011 "IIJ",.s, 
colleges. schooll. porkl"" ond ".., conlro/' _mol refu.e pickup. 
"-o/fn serv/Cfi on Toww and security "ghts end snow removel 
Chc:.:utouqUQ city str .. fI end snow from city Sjd~IJq. Ovle' area. 
routes, and fo Kravw. Country Felr. con.,.n}.nf '0 Hatlona' Food •• 
laundromats. 0'''''' Murda'_ Mf'. lallndromat and downtown. lower 
:'~il:OO~~~ :~.~~~gr~~ rote~ for Summer. lotes YOty with 
x 52 fee,. two bedrooms about 'ne g~~te°tJ r;~':;opic:;1t .. 7u""::!';~ 
some II... bo,h In beIw... lor Mill SI .. ond S. Poplor S, .• dln>ctly 
p"'vocy. Eo", hos own _Ik·ln. oH north 01 MorrIs UbN>I'}'. CoIl 0457. Ih. ground. lod<obl. lIorolle 7352 or 529-5777. 
bulldl"". lo" aboui 50 I.e. wide. I ~·27·" .............. 2345BdI43 
shod. tr .... herd .url~ porkl"". SUMMER ROOMS WITHIN _Ikl"" 
cabl. OtfGllo"Ie. In city limits. dl~tonce. low rotes. aeon rooms. 
::~~~~~~~~~~~ ~r~t~M~.&~.~.~ . ~~~~~ 
poll.,. ond fir. prol."""". Fros,·/r_ I'" R_mmat .. 
::!f,~n':~·. ~~::da!d'=:- u~~ ," . -... -........ -.. ; .. ;. 
~:r:!h:::.~II?,;. ~:h'::'''''':",t''::';:: :,.:,,~~ou..! ~::. ~/~o~'::~'o~ 
c:ables. und."klrled or un. ",Ullin Included. 529·JSI3. 
derplnned. ond good Insulal/"" 6·14-88 .............. 3191 .. 154 
Incr..... prlvocy. Owners """" FEMAlE IIOOMMA TE. NON SMOKEII 
lowns. provide normal refuse needed lor Sum""'.r and Fall. R.." 
pickup. securlt).· lights and removal S150mo. include. uttlln_ albl •. olr. 
of .now lrom ell}' sldewolks. ""II 529·3963. 
Summar $170 monlh. Foil and Spring 4.21./1B .•..••......•. 32698./39 
$230 monlh. OHlce 711 S. Poplor .. I FEMAl.E ROOMMATE NEEDED for 
'u,..ct;gn W . Mill SI .• and S. Poplar, Summer and FaIJ In nice apr. ClaM 
~:;Jj~2n:'5~5':n.iS UbN>I'}'. c..11 ':.;~:;r:.:O" ~~ 4~71~/39 
5.10.B8 .............. 234S8c152 HOUSEMATE NEEDED FOR Su",m.".. 
FOSTER RENTALS RfNTlNG lor nlc. In lawn neighborhood. $125. 
!~dmd':"-:'. Fo~..!.;;n:r'::ci :~;;~". '~.":~~·.~~~~i"'<10 
onchored. do •• 10 compus on Par" I FEMALE /IOOMMA TE NEEDED. 
~~~ NO". ... 529~5.5~~. 31B38c153 ~~:~Sl;::,:,~,{r:521~8;';. S. 
8EST VAW E. HANSEMAN SI. Foil or 4·2B-8II .............. 3396 .. 1 .... 
Sum. yeor I.".e 2 bdrm 5/75. 4 57- • FEMALE IIOOMMATE NEEDED lor 
6J93Ieavemeu.o,-callens, Fa" sem .. ter •• 986 ..... 70 'rail ... 2 
5.11.88 ............. 3299~ 153 mi. /rom compu •. 3 bdrrnl. 2 full 
2 II/.OCKS FRO M CAMPUS. nle e. bolh •• 5150 per parson, ""II 54'·7540 
'1ul.f. I and 2 bedroom mobile or 1-357./1/82. 
hom .. /rom 5200 mOlilh. furnished. 4-25·88 ........... , .. 34068.14' 
corpe""'. o'r candlllo""". coble TV. MALE ROOMMATE. SISO Ind. 
'0" of lrees. (own.,. II".. on ulll", .. umll Augus,. 529·5454 exl. 
I"eml ... ). Porktrlew Mobil. _. 231.301 N. Sprlnuar opt. no. 4. 
905 E. Pork. nexl 10 'he Wash Hews. 4-2B-8II.. . . .. . ...... :U01 .. loM 
I.oundromol S'-'ng 1.5 dolly. Sof.. EASY·GOING IIOOMMA TE TO shora 
~r~'::~~f~~~~.f. 5~~-~8CJ52 :::.!,~-::y rl;th~m5 mW:::h.~~ 
LOWEST COST TO the -., be ••. 2/ uill. 529·1062. 
and 3 bedrooms. 10·. 12-. ond 14- 6·14-88 ...•••.....•.. 34138./54 
wIde. 5/00 • S300 p" mo .• some 3 NEfD ,. LUXURIOUS MODE~N 
prlvolelots. "... ok. 529.......... country home 4 bdrrn.. 2 both. 
AVAIL. fOIl SUMMER "'c. 14 ond 12 mIcro .• w·d. sunded<. sa".1. Iv. 
wide mob'" homes to choose from Mu.' Me 8 mi. So. 01 Stu. Sf 70 mo. 
on _tied lof. CI ..... to campus ond shore uHl. phone. 549·5/)96 eva. 
moll no pe" 457.7639 4-22-811 ....•...•.•••• 3412 .. /<10 
EXcfPTIONAuY NICE:UDRM with !~~:'d~~:'"mEA~~~:~~ = 
2 full boths, fuml.hed. aon ac, _.-bed. 5230 mo. and ulll. c..11 
corpeIed and locol"" In -., nice E...,453-3273. rz:i4~~:5=:;:"'-::p':'m~"' t~·NEf.D.EO FciR ;'j.!5~~!!! 
Ii ";~;': .... : .. ;:.;.:"".:::; ~if~~~:~OZ~;~1;:~ 
5·11./11 .............. 33/01d/53 ~ji·WANiro: ~~./: ~\;: 
F~tN., , AND HAlF blacks /rom ~I.. "'e. 2 bdrm' house. fur. 
campus. util Incl • .f53-5/H ""J ntshed. _I"'1IfI dlstolt<* - SIU. r.:i.i8 ~'~~~' ....... _'53 ;;:': Svm_oFoII. call Dean 457· ",' 
FUItN.SHED PRIVATE "OOMS 4.29./11 .............• _1045 Summer ond Foil. close 10 campus. NEEDED fOIl SUMMfII. Prelar """. 
all ulli. Ind. "",_. reIr. In your Troll .. 5/00 mo. plus Itoll ulll", ... 
HOUSING 
Now Aftllable 
CaIIIe ... ...wteTV 
• "2-"-Anchoted 
• NlcaIy Fuml.had' eor,..t.d 
hrgyScMng'~ 
e N_ Laundromof focIlitlas 
• Natural Gas 
• NICa 0..1 .. , CIaan 
e NaG' Compus 
• Sorry No Pals Acc.pted 
Pi1."457-5266 
University Heights 
Mobile Home Est. 
Mon-Fri 9-5 
WarrenRd_ 
(JustoH E .. Park St.) 
41 .. o~NovY".ApIt. 
=~c::::;~;::::,.~~.=. ::::'- ant! dryer. P'- 549·1157 
5011./11 .............. 222/1d/53 4-25./11 .............. 337''''41 
.-----------~----------, Valveralt,. BaD I 
You beuer hurry it's going fast! I 
." .... llIMand ........ AJ:p1Jwd1 
_Solar BecUedPool I 
• Full Dfnfng Service I 
.. Directly BaSt oj'BI'UlJII. TOIHr8 I 
• .Laundry .Facflftfa I 
• Opea ............... daII~ I 
! 1101.......... ........ 1 ----------------------~ 
FOREST HALL 
Now accepting applications 
for Summer & Fall 
- In room cable T.V. service 
- Kitr..hen or food service available 
-<;lose to campus 
Forest Hall 820 W. Freeman 
457-5631 
OIIlE * INDOOR POOL 
OMES Carbondale Mobile Homes 
Hwy 51 North 
Rates Starting 
at 
$145 Per Mo. 
PH: 549-3000 
Free Bus to SIU 
7tl_d.lly 
'\ 
I 
* 52'-1082 529·1082 529-1082 iCi ***********~*************lmIlUI~IIJU~ 
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MALE SUBLEASEII NEEDED. Summer 
naIf mi. from campus. 1001 W. 
:~~~~.Cleon. qui.f.and low IIIJI. 
4-29·8B ..........•... 35418el.fS 
ROOMMATE WANTED WASHER· 
dryer. dishwosher. micro. Pr.f.,. 
r.moleS2S0mo.6B7.1114. 
6-14-88 .............. 3546a.154 
FEMALE SU8LEASE~ NEEDED for 
=.:. :'::r-::S,:.gCoII~: 
529·1_. 
4·27-811 .•............ 3647a.143 
WANTED I FEMALE IIOOMMATE op'. 
neor tamp.s. $ 110 plus .111. 
Smok.., and drinkers nHd not 
opply. CollSuson 1-395-3< d. 
4-25-811 .•.•.......... 3444a.I41 
2 MAlE IIOOMMA TES WANTEO lor 
r~. ::;;: ::r;:;. A:~j. w-d 
$135.529-1218.549-.1930. May 
4·26-88 .............. 3662a.142 
LAIIGE SPACIOUS HOUSE s~r. 
toOml. Parllallr fulftl.lkJd. Common 
........ 2_ •. w-d. lIenl SIIIO • .nil. 
and cobl.lnd. 54P-, .. , ask 10· Jim 
01" 529-5347 ask lor K.'r,. 
+25-811 .............. "'''.,4, 
SU8LEASER NEEDED FOil 
M...d..-dp Townhou .... ,.,.,c» 
_,...w.. Coli 549-S449. 
4-26-811 .............. 35'_'42 
FUN. MATUIIE. FfMAI.f _mor. 
won"'. Fum.. W.fJ1 GIr, Summer 
575. Foil SI25. Mus, ... , ColI 451-
534101"457-S466MIcn.lr.. 
S-,J-811 ............... 371_'.7 
IIOOMMATE WANTED FOIl .I Ddnn 
op' SISO mo. N_mmpus mil L"'9-
1719. 
t"::':"'liOOMiMifs N~~'h!.4: 
&<1"" hous.. Fo'l ._.. close 10 
"""puI. $125 m ... 457-5606. 
5-11-88 ........... _ .. 35251,"53 
TRULY FANTASnC HOUSE- 2 rm. 
ava.l. Sum",.,.. fern. 0II1~. 2 mIn. 
walk to campus. W-d. Glr. more' 
Lowcosfmus .... '54P.1529. 
4-27-8/1 .............. 3692a.143 
fEMALE IIOOMMATf NEEDED lor 
Summer. CllIOn. quiet, OM cloM 10 
compus. CoIl 529-1241. 
4-29-88 .............. 35_,.fS 
I FEMALE IIOOMMA Tf NEEDED I", 
~! .. ~=:.; s.;n~ tl:.u'~ 
compu •. Coli Lynn 536-1521 "y hard. 
4-29-811 .............. 3467.,45 
3 80J1M. aOSE TO compus and 
moll. No pets. Y.or leers. reqUired 
i>eglnnlng A"II' 16. S4OO.529-2533. 
4-25-811 .............. 235181141 
213 GRAY DR. LAIIGf. 2 _ 
~: ;;:O=5~~r'" S.W. 
.-21-8/1 .............. _1139 
213 EMERALD LN. LAIIGE. 2 bdrm. 
corpe'. w-d haakup. aoC. _ pain'. quI.'. S. W. CdoJe S340 mo_ 529-J98'. 
4-21-8/1 .............. 306711139 
CARIONDALE 2 IEDIIOCMI AI'-
I'LlANaS. olr. dean d<opeo. 2 miles 
_51. No,..,.. $JOOS4f-0320. 
4-22-88 .............. 331611140 
COALE JI _. ~ ok. UN!. 
•• .,.,., eIec. S390 Su_' USO FoIl. 
211 WWalnut451-5431or457-5NJ. 
.. 29-811 ............. _ 343511145 I _ FURN .• NICE __ • no 
pels. _,... '-•• • _",/n May. 
Doopoo/f and ref .• _lJrlng_ 
... $IU. 529-5I7,orS29-W'. 
4-25-88 .............. _11.' 
2 AND J 8D11M. COUHlllY au. N. 
A .... I S360.529-5182-...._ 
-. .. ,+88 .............. _1154 
TOWNHOUSE 2 8DIIM UN-
FURNISHED. ~ nr.-. 0<. 2 ml'" 
~:.~·.'~:~_~.-=:r.57 
a£AH 2 IIOitMDUI't£X. Hatdwoe>d 
"-s. w-d. well....."."..,. 2:::' 
;;;:5==-~1IC>I1. . 
.-26-811 .............. _"42 
2 IDRM FU.N. alAN qul., 
~A"::'5.NS:17~"mo _I. 
4-25-88 .............. :H468f14' 
IMMfDlATf OPENINGS FOR_r. 
GoGo doncws $10 pe< hour. 529-
9336. 
4-27-88 ............... 339SCI43 
OfUROf oeGANIST MUST be •• -
perI_. COIIta'" FoIher W .. 993-
3194 sa'arled _"'011. Needed .. ,-
88. 
4-26-811 ............... 3392C142 
IIESIOE.NTlAL PIIOGIIAM: POSITION 
=,,:;.'7o"~:~~d=::::.::..:lf~ 
disabled adults '" 0 c::ommun'ty !,::,P ........ seiling. Slvfl "-n ore 
=,:::::;:~.;.!-:}::: 'l:'.!.!i"r': 
"",.'ded. educoNe>no' bene/'" are 
_IIabI •. OpportunIty "" s""'" 10 
-..d dOlI. gel paid and _we 
... ".,.,._. Send Inqul_ 10 1'.0. 
_ 60. DuOulC>n.I162W. fOE. 
4-25-8/1 ............... 35IJeI., 
START YOUII OWN career In a fool 
-"" Industry. 501 .... ,...,....,. 
:. ';':f,.-.="t!::=!'":!:fl 
T_ .... _6/1-2_. 
4-22-88 ........... _ ... 3434C14O 
NOW HIlliNG FOIl SprIng _ 
-_ ..................... 
_ .. _. doarm_ (mus' be 6'2. 
2b , .... ). Appr, In person 9 a ..... - 6 
p.m. GaIs.bt-' •• 601$. II.A .. . 
5-1:-8/1 ............... 2f6Kl53 
IE ON TVI Me>ny ....... "" cam-
merclals. CooHng Inlo. (I) 805-617-
6000 •• ,. TV-9SOI. 
5...,. ................ 1545C148 
LIfEGUARDS FOR aA8 Orella'" 
Cdmpground. May 2B-Sept. 5 617-
3684 or 985-4983. Mus' be lied Cre>os 
oerlIfled. 
5-11-811 ............... 326BCIS3 
"'ATIOHAL MARKETING CO. ''''''''ng 
for ambltlC>UI Jr.. Sr.. or G<od 
student to manage promotion on 
compus ,his foil. Earning potentlo' 
up 10 $5000. Flexlbl. port-flme 
h".,,.. Coli Randl '" Dee 800·592-
2121. 
4·21-88 .. 32B6CIJ9 
SECRETARIES' DAY 
Apri127 
Fill out and mail to the Daily Egyptian Classified, 
by Friday, April 22. Make checks payable to the 
Daily Egyptian. For more details cal!: 536-3311 
~-~--------------------~---------~ I Sacretaries'name $ AI 60 I I At. I 
I Your message I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I From. I 
I hurna... I 
I ,~ I 
: Addreu. hcelpI N........ I 
L ___________ ------------~----------
(Maximum 25 words) 
Messages will appear April 27 
An extra special 
note to thank her 
ior all the extra 
special things she 
does everyday. 
A L TE~ A TlON S. S EWI NG. I p.c::>'::::><:"'C"'C>.C>.C"'O".1 
TAILORING. mending and I'fIpOir 
t , 
Hand ',,","Ing ovollabl.. "Used 
M.,.'s Suits" for sal... E.,..fyo·, 
Alf.rcrtlons 529·"42. 715 S. 
University (upstairs on The Island). 
4-22-88 . . .. . ......... 2551EI1O 
HANDYMAN WITH PICKUP will cleon 
and haul ony#hing. Moving jobs, 
frees cut and removed. Call 529. 
3457. 
4·29-811 ............... 3178f145 
HAULING - ANYTHING. GARAGES 
ond vords d-aned '00. "'50 frHs 
'I'itnmed or removed. 529..1657. 
5-11-88 ............... 3091EI53 
TYPING ANO WOIID p' ....... ,ng. 
Poperwe>rl<s. 125 S. ""nolo (behind 
Pfaza 'ecord,). Term popel's. 
"' __ -d/.... resumel. etc. for 
~~Zw~ .. ~".529-~~~·J25IEI52 
THE HANDYMAN-LAWN mowl .... 
yardwork. brush cI."'ing. "... 
~r;:nJ;:" Spring d •. n up. 1Ie//ab/ •• 
5·"-811 ............... 32"EI53 
NEW A-P AVAIL. 10 hauo. III 6-88 
'/::':-:::a,,:::,~~'ng C>Wn ........ 
4-22·88 ............... 3149£140 
TYPING-EDITNG-WIIITING. Sam. 
~ ID-';;s.~' mokeyou 1e>ok1lC>C>d·" 
5-11'" ............... 2939E153 
iJ,,':~~~ =~ :::::;'·~i;'t.;. 
3512. 
5-5-811 ................ 3517£149 
INFOItMATIOH ~NG. LASER 
pI"n,.d doC'um .... 's. Tables. 
t?.';'~=~~"~ 
dtoe>s. type .tyl. and SI ••• Shawn .. 
=~':;IC.",s;,"!;,::;"II!a~:~ 
549-6120. 
5-2-8/1 ................ 3448£146 
Mil. fiX IT _ ... your lawn. All 
k/nch of yord W<>rk. F_ .. lima .... 
Phan.549-8231. 
5-11·88 ............... 34.fSEI53 
AUTOWOIIKS - 80DY AND 
m.chonlcal rwpal,. 12 yrs. eX'. 
==.5:;;;,~'" I_lIn_ 
5-11-18 ............... 357IEI53 
t ::':;~~~,:':'::=ro: 
, coupl. In c>ur Ihlrtl ... PI_ mIl I-
I I :~:j~~~~~~~~' .... I929FI39 
'I CHILDUSS AfFECTIONATE COUPI.E 
I :=\~. ':;.':"...!d::~ :~eno:d I . Iomlly. Willing 10 m_' you. Co'l I coiled on",_ :312) 524-9641. 
I ~~~: .......... 193IF53 I GOLD. SILVfII. 8ROKEN J~ry. I ",'ns • ...... ,ng. bas_II carcIo. cia .. 
I rings. -. J ond J Cal.... .21 5. /IIInois . .fS7-6831. 
• 5-11-8/1 ............... 2112F153 
I WANTED TO IUY 2 or 3 bdrm trail ... 
• 
_r~.ColIOldco<Lmol611-
327-3119. 
• 5-5-18 .. _ ............. 3229F149 
ADOPTION IS AN 0pH0rt. V.". 
=r"'--=---:: ':""-...; _.DatI __ _ 
=.:..:;,=,::-;:z ........ - . 0trlaI1an _Iy_. 
I'oId medkal_ 0Itd_ 
=::f.:L,~,~/'''' 
5-1_ ............... .11111'152 
ADOI'fION. NOfESSIOHAL COUN.f 
..w- ... adopI. "'... Infont In 
-."", ham •. «_ 01 a ....... In 
.... of ........ ' ColI """ecI 217-f63-
3042. 
4-22-8/1 ............... 3.I65FI4O 
AUCTIONS AND SAl£S 
AlIENA PARKING LOT Spring Ya'" 
501 •.• a. - 2 p. April 30th. 800110 
lI.nlol In/ ... 942-71.fS Of" 549-3124. 
A".,.5p. 
4-29-811 ............... 3354KI.fS 
You say you've 
tried everything 
and nothing 
seems to work! 
Send your 
messageina 
Smile Ad. 
Deadline at 2pm, 
two days prior 
to publication. 
I 
For more information 
contact Rick at 
the Daily Egyptian 
Rm.1259Comm. 
536·3311 ext_ 217. 
The Men 
of 
ATO 
wish to 
congratulate 
our 
Brothe,. 
RoclllWer 
Sophomore of 
the Year. 
Praf.dent 
GcunmaBeta 
1bL 
Todd Abram. 
Sophomore of 
the Year 
Runner Up 
PatJaag 
IGC Chairman 
Greg AIDan 
President 
KCIp,PCIAlpha 
Psi 
Rob Meuer 
lJI'C 
Vice-Presfdent 
lUke CoatUe 
IFC 
Program 
c".".,." 
....ikCartJa~ 
USOSenlJtor 
LeaSH.,.. 
r.A.c. Prollbu:e 
AUHU'CIWfJuaer 
llLeade,. 
Shape the 
Future. 
ATO 
Shap .. 
Leade,.." 
~--------~--------------------~ I 
. Building or call 
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Court employees get 
educational seminar 
By John Mohler 
Staff Writer 
Cook County probation of-
ficers and court workers are 
parti-:ipating in an educational 
seminar in the wilderness at 
Touch of Nature this week, 
coordinator Mike Morris said. 
The seminar, which began 
Wednesday morning, is run by 
Toucb of Nature's Underway 
Program. Participants will be 
taught techniques of stress 
management, group 
cooperation, group problem-
solving and decisIOn-making, 
Morris said. 
The seminar will run 
through Friday afternoon. 
"It will be a very full two-
and-one-half days, .. he said. 
The Underway Program is 
contracted by agencies to 
provide outdoor educational 
programs that combine 
wilderness activities with 
personal skills training, 
Morris said. 
The program, which was 
established 10 year ago, has 
been contracted to train 
juvenile delinquents and 
probation officers, he said. 
"We can design a program to 
meet any needs." 
"Probation officers are 
required to have continual 
educational training," Morris 
said. "We are contracted to 
provide that training." 
The 10 participants in this 
week's seminar will par-
tici~te in a variety of outdoor 
activities, including canoeing, 
=tu:.ck-packing. and 
Morris said the participants 
also will complete obstacle 
courses that require both 
group and individual effort. 
One of the courses is placed 
30 to 50 feet above the ground 
in trees. The participants must 
traverse a system of ropes and 
cables to complete the course. 
"It gets reaHy scary," 
Morris said. But very few 
people are injured in the 
program, he added. 
In addition to physical ac-
tivities, the participants will 
complete courses in 
relaxation, deep-breathing and 
stretching. 
e~~~:d°r=.!~t:::e~i~ 
and will work better as Ii 
cohesive unit," Morris said. 
Texas to get private prisons 
AUSTIN, Texas (UP!) -
Gov. Bill Clements, saying 
Texas was "stepping toward a 
solution" to prison crowding, 
Wednesday signed contracts 
with a Florida company for the 
state's first privately built and 
operated prison facilities. 
Charles Terrell, chairman of 
the Texas Board of Correc-
tions, said the board also was 
close to signing an agreement 
with Corrections Corporation 
of America of Nashville fur the 
construction of two additional 
5QO-bed, pre-release centers in 
Venus and Cleveland. 
"We thought we were going 
to be through today, but we're 
just not quite there yet," he 
said. "We don't anticipate that 
there will he a permanent 
problem, but we're not going to 
move before we're ready to 
move." 
The agreement with Becon-
Wackenbut Inc. of Coral 
Gables, Fla., calls for the 
construction of two, 500-bed, 
minimum-security, pre-relea-
se centers at Kyle and 
B.idgeport. 
The units will be built and 
operated by the company for 
~or~ ~ :na~eE:ie:~ 
what it woul:rc:t the state to 
do the job - with slight 
escalations over the next few 
years. 
"This represents part of the 
largest private venture into 
prison construction, operation 
and management ever 
initiated by any state," 
Clements said. "Housing 1,000 
J:.~t!s ~:1~'1~~usi:!,":::::: 
the swelling inmate 
populations in county jails 
across Texas." 
The governor said the 1,000 
beds also will make room for 
violent offenders in higher 
security units, "thereby 
helping to guarantee that the 
violent criminals are, in fact, 
punished." 
Final approval for the 
~~ =~ ~es::;.~ 
~~::-~~f: 
privatization projects. 
RAMADA I"" 
OASIS LOO"GE 
South of the Border 
L~F::~:ngl 
eBuild your own Tacos 
eFrozen Margaritas 11.25 
-Tequila Sunrl .. 11.00 
<orona leer 90C 
With Tom Stone playing 
your favorite music 
8 :00 PM til close 
Rt. 13 West tlO COVER 529-2424 
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"The Student c.m.r Scheduling! 
Catering OHlce will toke R 
requests for meeting spoee 
and solicitCition permits for 
Summer s.m.ter,l988 begins 
Man. AprIl 26. 1988. 
Requests must be mode In per 
son by Cluthorlzed scheduling 
oftker crt the Sc~uling/ 
Cataring Ofticeon the 2nd floor 
of the Student Center. 
DIRTY DA.N-ClNO MOST 
*110 
Dance Contest 
Premi1llD Speedrall. '1.10 
CUERVO. Sinimtl/f ~~DI 
(iIIIDOIS II ~ ~ 
DIt'flIDrInk~ ,.,.CIIUIGUII08II 
CLASS OF'88 
YOU'RE INVITED TO ATTEND 
A COMMENCEMENT EXERCISE 
WHEIE: 
WHEN: MARCH 1, 1988-DECEMBER 31, 1988 
FOR: • PRE-APPROVED CREDIT FROM FORD CREDIT 
• $400 CASH BONUS FROM FORD 
H you've graduated, or will grid-
uaIe, with a lB:heIor's or advanced 
degree between October 1, 1987 
and January 31, 1989, you're 
invited to attend a commaIlCEIfTleIli 
exercise at Voaler Ford. You 
may quality lor $400 from Ford and 
IlI8-8PPfO\I8d CI8dit from Ford 
Motor Credit~ To quality 
lor pre-approved aadiI, you need: 
(1) verifiable employment begin-
~ wiItin 120 days after your 
whide purohase; (2) a salary 
sufficient to cover normaIlilling 
acpenses plus a car payment; and 
(3) if )'OU haII8 a end record, iI 
1+'1'.'+ Iifil!I8 .1'1'·'_ - . la~c~~. -' J.-"".~ • 
Study: Stressful situations 
linked to heart problems 
1 M on Copy Sale 
2%c BOSTON (UPIl - Stress caused by such tasks as public 
speaking and math tests can 
trigger hearHhreatening 
symptoms in susceptible 
people, indicating stress 
reduction techniques may help 
them ward off heart attacks, 
researchers reported Wed-
nesday. 
In a new study involving 39 
people with coronary artery 
disease, researchers at. the 
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center 
in Los Angeles found that 
mentally stressful tasks 
triggered events believed to 
foreshadow heart attacks. 
These eve'lts are ~-n as 
silent myocardial ischemia. 
"There has always been this 
perception that there is some 
relationship between -mental 
stress and how heart patients 
would do," said Dr. Alan 
Rozanski, who headed the 
study. "But the scientific 
evidence has been in-
conclusive. " 
When the heart disease 
patients in the study were 
asked to perform a series of 
mentally stressful tasks, 59 
percent experienced silent 
myocardial ischemia, 
Rozanski said. 
"The implication is that 
ischemic activity is caused by 
many factors, but mental 
stress appears to be an im-
portant factor," said Dr. 
Andrew P. Selwyn, an 
Briefs· 
SYNERGY OPEN House will 
be from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. today 
at 9058. Dlinois. 
ORGANIC JOURNAL Club 
will meet at 4 p.m. today in 
Neckers 218. 
PHILOSOPHY DEPART-
MENT will present "Skep-
ticism in its Many Guises" by 
Professor George Kimball 
Plochman at 4 p.m. today in 
Fanerl004. 
MICROBIOLOGY STUDE-
NT Organization will meet at 
4:30 p.m. today in Life Science 
U450. 
WOMEN AND Film Series 
will present "Pornography, 
Not A Love Story" by Bonnie 
Klein and "Witches: 
Remember The Witches" by 
Laurie Meeker at 7 tonight in 
Communications cinema and 
photography sound stage. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION 
will present a guitar ensemble 
at 7 tonight at 816 S. Dlinois. 
INTERNATIONAL STUD-
ENT Council will meet at 8 
tonight in the Student Center 
Ohio Room. . 
VETERANS CLUB will 
meet at 8:30 tonight in the 
Student Center Missouri 
Room. 
THEATER DEPARTMENT 
will present "A Streetcar 
Named Desire" at 8 tonight, 
Friday and Saturday and at 2 
p.m. Sunday in McLeod 
Theater. For details, call 453-
3001. 
BLACK STUDENT Caucus 
of the Psychology Department 
will present "Multiple Per-
sonality" by Dr. Medria 
Williams Young at 2 p.m. 
Friday in the University 
Museum Auditorium. 
Researchers found 
that mentally stressful 
tasks triggered a 
reduction of blood 
flow and events 
believed to 
foreshadow heart 
attacks. 
Researchers had known 
heart disease patients wert: 
likely to experience ischemia, 
with or without pain, while 
exercising. The new findings, 
reported in The New England 
Journal of Medicine, may 
explain what hadjreviOUSly 
been considere "spon-
taneous" ischemia, and in-
dicates heart disease patients 
may experience episodes of 
ischemia throughout the day 
without realizing it during 
periods of routine stress. 
8 V:ix' 1 plain white paper 
No extra charlIe for collating 
YPTIAl¥ PHOTO 
COPIES 
SIU associate professor of 
medicine at Harvard Medical 
School. 
"This is amenable to 
therapy - retraining people to 
take a different approach to 
their daytime stresses," said 
Selwyn, a cardiologist at the 
Brigham and Women's 
Hospital in Boston. 
At least 5 million Americans 
are estimated to suffer from 
coronary artery disease, 
which is a buildup of waxy 
substances inside arteries 
In the study, speaking in 
public was the task most likely 
to trigger iscitemia. The other 
tasks were math and reading 
tests. 
Mental stress probatly 
causes ischemia by increasing 
the heart rate and blood 
pressure and possibly also by 
constricting blood vessels, 
Rozanski said, 
Cheerleader 
Tryoats 
Clinics: April 18-22, 6-9pm 
April 23, 8am SIU 
Arena 
"For hundreds of years 
there's been a suspicion that 
there's an association between 
stress and cardiac events, 
particularly heart attacks," 
said Dr, Myron Weisfeldt, 
director of cardiology at Johns 
Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore, 
Md. 
Tryouts: 
SUt~~!n~~e~ 
arteries, increaSing the 
chances the passageways will 
become blocked, cutting off 
blood to the heart and causing 
a heart attack • the nation's 
leading killer. Ischemia is a 
less severe reduction .of blood 
flow, but can cause damage if 
prolonged. 
He said the paper shows if a 
person who has coronary heart 
disease is put under significant 
stress, changes in the function 
of their heart can be provoked. 
The 15th Annual © 1986 
GREflTCflRDBOfiRD 
. BOAT REGAnfi 
. .. is a copyrighted program of the 
. SIU Alumni Association. Certain 
conditions must apply to the sale or 
distribution of merchandise or services. 
u"" CaB 453-5306 or 
" .. " /~ 453-2408 for .~ F prionpprcwal or 
Wf I! for information. 
I ooojp 
OMID 
BOO ~ ~I© ~Won 
Note: You must attend 2 clinics 
prior to tryouts (Fri Clinic 
Mandatory) 
info. call Paris 536-3393 
RADIO-TV WEEK SEMI"flRS 
THURSDA Y. APRIL 21 
9:00·10:30 Mlk. Murph". General--.-, WLAK-fM. 
·'Positioning the Radio·Stotion:· RT Sales & Sale. Management, Room 1046 
{lea Gher) 
~ "'_. -Chol ... n In'NDA.nd ... _ Dlrector.WlAZ-TV ...... Daw. 
111.-... .... _Dlrector. WGN. 
"Television New •. ·· Television News. loom 1017 (Kpn Kelleri 
Dawld Yewwood, Director of f1 __ • WMAQ.TV'NK. ~. llect. 
IIA, .nd .II ... "0_11. Director of'echniaol OpenoH""'NIC. 
'·Emplo,ment Opportunities·EngOReenng and Business:' Roam 1016 (Bill 
Johnson) • 
10:30.12:00 Doowld Y_rwaod • .II ....... _11. W.,,_ Vn-. 
--The lIIinoi. Broadeasters ASSOCiation NAB:'Rool1' 1017 {Ken Keller) 
Pe .... ---. CEO ............ lInMooIc8stl .... 
"Establishment of Burnham Broodea.ting Company.TeI .. visian Y ...... rday. 
Today. and Tomorrow,- Room 1016{Leo Gherond Randy Welder) 
... _. Chol_. IITHDA .nd Doo_ 11 .. ---'. Ne_ Director. 
WON. ··The Fairness Doctrine." Room 1 046 (BIll J.,hn$On a"d Dione Su,ka) 
1:30·3:00 .II. Po_II. Director of' ...... Ic.1 0--.1_, NK. 
'Network Operations:' Room 1016 (Bill Joh"son and Diane Suvkol 
.. c.IIen. -...... of Aud'- -...._, ..... Policy a-ch. 
...... ··lIroadcostiny Re5eorch." Lawson 121 {Corol,n L;~J 
..... Jon ........ Director of SoI ... III.lr TV Grou ... KWWL-TV 
··Sale!. Soles Mona~emen1.·· Room! 0 17 
IT news performance and tho use of sound In radio news 
NEWS PEOPLE et CO R'Y.>'" 1!>',~ (S'u"",' {Ker. Gar~: 
3:00·4:00 Led..,.' ·'Corporate Manoqement· ..... ~. Doovld Y_.wood.nd 
Rolph8eckor Room 1017. (Leo GherJ 
.II ... Po_II. R_ Jah ........ Mile .. Murphy. and Ed Cohon. 
·'Resumes ... )ob Opportunitie$ ... RMume Tope ..... · Individual conf.r.~.5. 
Roam 1021 and RT Conference Room 
..... arunn.r, DaV& EII.worth ..... Woyn. Vrl_n, ., 01. 
~::.; and Broodca.t Education: n.. Indu.t'Y SpeaQ.' La-.. 171 (Bill 
9:00-10:. 
10:30-12:C1O 
Friday. April 22 
Jolly WlII'--. W.lJD.FM. Joff Hili. AE. 
WL ........ 'reqr s~, D. wa.R.fM. 
.... Mary II ... Stlrchok. WXIII-f ........ 
Room 1046 (Loa Ghor) 
..... -.-.. ChIof ............... KWOC-
TV. 
·'Videography," RT 470, RT News Field 
Production, Room 1016 (Scan Hodgson) 
DIck a..-................ WfYR-fM. 
.... W.I", CIook. ,....., •• W."" C .... 
........1_1nc.. 
··Radio·Sales Management," Roam 1046 (Leo 
Ghar) 
.II.~ ...... DI_. WLS ..... 
'oay Now. ~I ........... _. WON-TV 
...... 
"Major Momt TV Newo Affiliat. Newo 
Relations:' Roam 1017 (Ken KeUer) 
Loct ..... : "Corpora'" Financing. "1. _rtln 
.... .......... , ........ St.,lon Po~. 
I.awsc.n 121 (David Allein) 
.II. Hott ............. Dlrect_. WLS and 
'_y Now. 1_1 ... ,,"",-. WON-TV. 
"N_. Workahop," Roam 1046 (Don McBride) 
W.I", CIook. ~..... W.I", a .... 1'rMuct...... Inc. ...... __ 0.-.1 
.......... of KIIS-fM. '- ......... 
C.llfontla. 
"ALUMNUS OF THE YEAR ADDRESS," law ... n 
171 (Punch Shawl 
....1 ... ' ..... 1.1_ Aw .......... '. 
Holiday Inn, Marion, Illinois 
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Study finds schools unprepared 
for influx of immigrant children 
LOS ANGELES (UPI) -
The nation's public schools 
were unprepared for the 
lastest wave of immigration 
and are being overwhelmed by 
more than 2 million immigrant 
children, a two-year study 
released Wednesday said. 
The report, based on 
research and public hearings 
by the National Coalition of 
Advocates for Students, 
recommended a raft of 
reforms, including better 
bilingual programs, a teaching 
force sensitized to the cultural 
differences of new st .. ients 
and an end to immigration 
policies that use schools to 
seek out illegal aliens. 
"As the nation has learned 
from previous periods of great 
migration, young immigrants 
contribute great eneny, 
cultural richness, strength and 
maturity to the s'!hools," the 
report said. 
"They also bring new 
Group 
to poll 
children 
NEW YORK (UP!) -
The Harris polling 
orgamzation and the 
educational magazine 
company ScholastiC' 
announced Wednesday 
they will poll the nation's 
school children regularly 
to learn their hopes and 
problems. 
The flrSt study, this 
spring, aims to deter-
mine what toda,'s 
elementary and hIgh 
school kids think. value 
and hope for. Other 
projects in the pipeline 
will check out kids' 
eating habits and their 
use of computers. 
Pollster Lou Harris 
said surveys will 
d~entaeeura~yand 
per~tively just. what 
today s school children 
are like. 
"We want to know what 
are their hopes and 
aspirations, thell" habits, 
their problems, and their 
perspectives," he said. 
"In short, our mission is 
nothing less than to fully 
measure and then to 
report about young 
people of all school 
ages." 
challenges, which U.S. 
schools, for the most part, are 
not meeting well." 
The report, titled "New 
Voices" and financed 
primarily by the Ford 
Foundation, concluded that the 
public education system ap-
peared "unr.repared and 
overwhelmed. ' 
The challeflge for educators 
comes in the wake of one of the 
largest immigration waves in 
the country's history, which 
started in the late 1960s alid 
resulted in an estimated 15 
million legal immigrants, 
refugees and illegal aliens. 
Immigrant school-aged 
children whose parents came 
primarily from Asia, Mexico, 
Central and South America 
and the Caribbean, number 
bo tween 2.1 million and 2.7 
mtJlioJ1 ":sid tht' report by the 
Bosto' -baser. research 
organization, .. national 
coalition of 23 local and 
regional child advocacy 
organizations. 
While those numbers 
represent about 6 percent of 
total public school enrollment, 
the percentages are radically 
greater in some cities, in-
cluding Los Angeles, New 
York, San Francisco, Chicago, 
Miami, Washington, D.C., 
Houston, and the Dallas·Ft. 
Worth area where heavy 
concentrations of immigrants 
have settled. 
The challenge of educating 
immigrant children is com-
plicated by a number of fac-
tors, the report said. 
Differences in cultures and 
traditions often produce a 
variety of misunderstandings 
and conflicts in schools and 
communities. Many school-
aged immigrants also suffer 
trauma caused by violence in 
their homelands 
Parents liable for truants 
OAK FOREST, Dl. (UP!) -
Vice Principal Chuck Barth 
says Oak Forest High School's 
decision to take parents to 
court when their cllildren cut 
classes is making for im-
proved attendance. 
The controversial ordinance, 
which took effect in March 
1987, recently was used for the 
first time. As a result, a 16-
year-old girl is going to school 
these days, perhaps for the 
simple reason that her father 
will be on the spot if she 
doesn't. 
Barth testified against the 
girl and ber father last week in 
tbeMarkham Branch of Cook 
County Circuit Court. 
The sophomore, described 
as a chronic truant, had 
skipped 40 schoo) da)'l!i before 
she and her father were taken 
to court. 
"She had missed 40 entire 
days out of about 140 so far," 
Barth said. "She's failing 
eve.nrthing. I tried several 
things: detention, in-school 
suspension, out of school 
suspension aDd a warning 
letter to parents." 
The girl pleaded guilty, and 
Circuit Judge Thomas W. 
Sherard placed her under 
court supervisipn through 
June 20, shortly after the 
schooJ year ends. Barth said 
the judge could have fined the 
father $500 and sentenced the 
girl to as much as 160 hours of 
community sevice. 
Barth, the school's vice 
principaJ for discipline and 
attendance, served notice on 
o~r truants and their parents 
that this won't he the last time 
be makes use of the ordinance. 
TODAY AT THE 
.... ,no WESLEY FOUNDATION ~ lJnited Methodist Campus Ministry i 816 S. Illinois Ave. 457-8165 
~ (Across from McDonald's) 
Thursday, April 21st 
Noon to 1p.m. 
"Single Parent Support Group 
luncheon, No Charge!" 
7p.m. SIU-C Guitar Ensemble Recital 
8p.m. Narcotics Anonymous 
Amazing Things Await You 
Apply For Your Fall Contract Now! ~ 
~ 0 Call today for a tour 
• 0. ~ 549-2050 
~~ . ~aJmlf no answer, leave name &. number 
. • Solar Heatec Pool 
• DIrectly East of SchneIder 
• Dining S,:rvlces 
Page 22; Daily Egyptian .. April21. ~988 
·Laundry Facilitil's 
• DIetiCian Consultant on Staff 
.Variety of Recreation,,1 ActIvities 
-Large. Sunl<en Main Floor Lounge 
• Private & Dcuble Room . 
r---------------------------~~ 
I LA ROMffS PIZZfIll~ , I : 00 ff FREE Delivery I 
I $1. 0 1/320z. Pepsi ;:Jc: 'I 
I MediUM, La,.. with d.lI_ry of _II . I 
I or X-La,.. or IIHNIlum pizza 'I I Pizza 2/320z_ Pepsi's I 
I Limit one per pizzo wlt""a, .. or X:Ia,.. I 
! We Always Deliver FREE Peps is I L _____ -:::.~!?=J_~~~ __________ ; 
sa \ DEflLOFT",WEEK I ..... , . 4'%1-4/%7 ~: • .r4""--::~~~ • ~ .. 4- . ,,:-:. TEACR .. 425 
L.::/...L.lTEREO· . Aato Revene Cassette 
on'!l$i99 Dol::C/&C 
Eastgate Shopping Center-Carbondale 
All The 
Beer and Bowling 
You Want 
BEER'N' 
lEv!~i!~ ., 
\$6.00 Per perSOjj.~ 
lOpm-lam. I, 
tSltptiatl Sporfs ~etltu 
Behind University MaUe Carbondale. 529·3272 
=.=~~=~. ~:~:IER:=e =. =.=;; 
AlL AMERICAN SPRIE SAVINGS ~ 
COISUMERS' lUMBER DIE CHOICE, lOW AT 
SPECIAL SAYII. 
During SNAPPER's All Ameri-
can SprIng Savings, CMlIing a 
SNAPPER is easier than_. 
Gal a tremendous value on a 
SNAPPER Riding Mower-
America's number one choice in 
rear engine riding_ 
• FREE ATTACHMENT: Buy a 
Hw.ce Rider at regular I8IaiI 
price and get a Single Bag 
Catcher or Dump Cart FREE, 
or 50% off 8 Twin Bag 
Catcher or Bag-N-WagonII.' 
Huny to your SNAPPER dealer 
to get all the details during 
SNAPPER's All American 
Spring Savings. 
NO DOWN PAYMENT AND LoW MONTHLY PAYMENTS WITH SNAP-CREDITI 
JOIN THE MILLIONS OF SATISFIEC SNAPPER USERS. 
HURRY' OFFER ENDS soem 
529-5700 Hwy51 S. Carbondale 
* * * * * * * 
Freshman pitcher wins 2nd r e 
PStaB'ffT~W~ritTer.!er of the week ~~~~loslU_IT~~v!I!;s~~!a~~:~u~!Ub 
"Ultimately everything C, she did not know what to 
Freshman Traci Furlow has e do /'s ~or the ~eam ~d pectha· "Tt 01 be bonestting!, I ~dt nol to its annual Pig Roast been named Gateway Player W II I'. 1 ea w was ge m o. 
of the Week for the second time I want US to win every dim'c:,~OW'''Sbethasat l~dha. d to prove 
this b this has ' 3""" Saturday April 23rd at 2:00 o'clock season, ut n t game, and I don't care "My fU'St goal was to start a 
changed her outlook as an uJ) game. Now I've set a goal to be 
and coming pitcher on a staff if irs Lisa Robinson or the No.1 pitcher. It's what I'm of'~~tely everything we Lisa Peterson or me U'te~t.~ard, but I'm not 
do is for the team," Furlow that's on t.'1e mound. " Her wtimate objective for 
said. "I want us to win every h II . to be the 
game, and I don't care if it's er co ege career IS 
Lisa Robinson or Lisa -Traci FurlOW leading 1?itcher in the con-
Peterson or me that's on the ference. 'I'm going to have to 
mound. work my tail off to get that. 
"You can't have any con- Maybe I'm setting my stan-~~~.o: s~:~~: ~~~:::. ~~a::-ca~t~o ~i= ~f3:f~o~~.~,1 don't want to 
I wish the best for them. I want your teammates. That in-
to see them do their best. cludes the people on the bench. 
That's sincere," she added. You don't know what a boost it 
Furlow won tbree games last is to hear them cbeering from 
week, including a 4-3 decision the dugout. " 
over eighth-ranked Illinois This was the fourth time this 
State last Saturday. The season the Salukis have won 
Salukis won that one by the Gateway's top weekly 
scoring three runs in the third honor. The other two players 
inning and stranding Redbird were Theresa SmugaIa and 
ruoners on third base in the Sh.elly Gibbs. 
third and fourth inDings with 
crucial defensive plays. 
Furlow points to that vic-
tory, which put her record at 7-
3, as an indication of a 
wholesale team effort. 
"The emphasis is always on 
the pitcher," Furlow said. 
"But everybody has a place in 
Coach Kay arechteisbauer 
said she hasn't made it an 
issue for the players to pursue 
the award. "U you play for the 
team, the rewards come by 
tbemselves," she said. 
Furlow has a 1.21 earned run 
average and four of her vic-
tories are shutouts. 
eRUIIIIMI.Taugh ._ 
Construction , 
~o::..Lit.,: i~4. ·
-12 and holt . .::; •. It 
available ~~/ 
• woIt .... SIZES TO FIT MOST 
tr.. n.M MOTOIICYQ.E MAKES 
12 VOLT SIZES FROM 
516.90 jlaATn"RY SUPPLY 
In Mu~tail. I'D Norfhto 
IndustriGl Park Rd. (acnou tram 
McDanaId'aJ. Tum .... of first atop 
sign. TtwIIeft again to IV, 
8attery Supply. 
Call 687-3344 
at Giant City State Park 
free for Vet Club Members-BYOB 
~ Tasty Greek Dell_ytff 
" Delivered to You. 
Try Carbondale's finest GYROS sandwich. 
The Greek gourmet sandwich made of 
U.S. choice beef blended with Greek spices 
garnished with tomatoes, onions, and 
a sour cream based sauce 
served on a pita bread . 
IHALFGYiOsAm.,uiOClP ... • 1.2s1 
"we ,,_ & Trou ..... Let ... Dellwer 
~L~<O c.rry Out __ N.-y 
457-0103 
.1.S ................. ·c:. ......... .. 
WIN, from Pag~ 24--- Join the rush to TKD 
behind victory erased the 
memories of a 5-2 loss in the 
first game. 
"Coach said 'People only 
remember the last thiDg you 
do,'" Gaebe said. "We'D have 
some momentum DOW. We 
need to play weD against 
Creighton. It would have been 
harder if we bad gotten 
swept." 
The Salukis play the first-
place Blue Jays this weekend 
at home. 
Eastern Illinois out hit the 
Salukis, 15-5, in the first game. 
Panther pitcher Bill Taylor, 
who entered the game with a 
6.17 ERA, held the Salukis to 
three hits in six innings. 
Murrie pitched the seventh to 
earn his second s&;oe ~ t.~ 
season. 
"We were flat," Jon~ said. 
"I was down all day and I'm 
.SUI'e tlJey (players) were down 
all dav. We were fortunate to 
split." 
HaD and Gaebe led off the 
game with back-to-back 
doubles. After Dave Wrona 
drove in Gaebe to put the 
Salukis ahead, 2~, Taylor 
settled down to retire 11-
straight batters. 
Saluki starter David Henley 
(1-2) was the losing pitcher. He 
allowed tbree nms on nine hits 
in 3 2-3 innings. 
Chad Metten allowed two 
nms the rest of the way. 
Intramural track meet set 
for Saturday at McAndrew 
The intramural track and field 
meet sign up deadline is at 5 
p.m. today. The meet will be 
held Saturday, April 23, at the 
newly refurbisbed McAndrew 
Stadium. 
Participants can enter this 
coree meet either as in-
dividuals or as part of a team. 
The intramural softball and 
wtimate Frisbee teams have 
advanced to the playoffs. 
About 70 teams have ad-
vanced to the softball playoffs, 
graduate assistant Jackie 
Skrydsaid. 
TIre games, played in the 
Arena fields, start at 5, 6 and 7 
p.m. respectively, during the 
week and from noon to 6 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday. 
~~ c::mJ:~o~tr =~ 
April. 
About 10 Ultimate Frisbee 
teams made it to the playoffs, 
which started Tuesday at the 
Grand Avenue playfields. The 
championship games will be 
beldMay2. 
Deadline Friday for faculty-staff golf 
The reservation deadline for cookout lunch and an 18-hole 
the May 6 FacuJty-8taff Golf golf scramble. 
Outing at Crab Orchard Golf 
Course is 5 p.m. Friday. A $20 entry fee will include greens fees, golf carts and 
Aflt!r Friday's deadline, lunch. Golfers must supply 
spouses of facwty and staff tbeirownelubs. 
will have the oportunity to sign 
up for any remaining ~P=O:on~~~bl;:: 
openings. details, call Buddy Goldam-
The outing will feature a mer at 536-3311. 
Tappa Kappa Draft 
~ 10 the smooIhesthouse on campus-Tappa Kappa Draft-where 
OIJ motlo is fun. Just twist the cap andyoJve gotthe smooth. fresh flavor of real draft beer 
in a bottle. As only Coors can brew. 
HJ and HJ UGHl Rush in tor a six-pack of one or both. 
The smoothet; thebettet; Cf 
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Top prep signs with baseball team 
By 0... Mitler 
Staff Writer 
Mark Hokanson. a pitcher on the top 
rated bigb school in Dlinois, signed a 
national letter of intent Wednesday to 
play f ... the Salukis. 
Hokanson, a 6-foot-3, 18O-poUDd right-
hander, is 3.0 this seasoo on a 
Providence Catholic team. The team is 
~ and rankednwnber anein the state 
aoiong AA schools. 
'ProVIdence Catholic is in New 
Lennox, a southwest suburb of 
Chicago. 
Salukis 
win 1 on 
Gaebe's 
triple 
ayDaveMlller 
SlaffWriter 
The baseball team woke up 
just in time to steal the second 
game with two outs in the 
bottom of the seventh and split 
with Eastern Dlinois Wed-
nesday a t Abe M~!'tin Field. 
The Salukis had just three 
hits and trailed 4-2 with two 
:~:~~ Dp~h_~:M:~e inRi~ 
Damico singled, and Chuck 
Lor-..ke reached on an error. Joe 
Hall then loaded the bases with 
a swinging bunt down the third 
baseline. 
On a 0-1 pitch, Rick Gaebe 
brought all three runners 
home with a game-winning 
triple down the right-field line. 
"I didn't drill it or 
anything," Gaebesaid. "It just 
happened to find a hole. " 
The Salukis won in their last 
chance on a hit from a player 
who was on his last chance 
earlier in the season. 
"Down South, (he) wasn't 
hitting the ball well," Coach 
Itchy Jones said. "Gaebe was 
within one day of being sat on 
the bench probably for the rest 
of the year. We talked to him 
about his hitting and showed 
him what he was doing wrong. 
Rick Gaebe made the ad-
justment. 
"He hits the ball hard, not 
like he did last year," Jones 
said. "Gaebe's probably made 
the biggest difference to our 
ballclub this year." 
Gaebe's heroics gave Dale 
Meyer (34) the win in relief. 
Meyer held the Panthers 
scoreless in two innings. 
Starter Rick Shipley and Dale 
Kisteneach gave up two runs. 
"He's kind ul a sleeper in the fact 
that no one thought too much about him 
... saw him last year," Saluki coach 
Itchy Jooes said. "He was getting 
better aDd better as (last) year went 
on. Now that be suddenly started to 
have success, people started to move 
in. We were in the front door fJJ'St and 
madea commitment to him early." 
Assistant coach Kirk Cbampion 
recruited Hokanson. 
Jones expects Hokanson, who throws 
a fastball, slider :mil forkball, to help 
the team right away. 
"He may not be the ace of the staff 
Dave Wrona drove in Rick Gaebe In the first 
game against EIU to put the Salukis ahead, 2-
<but) he's going to be like a Dale Meyer 
or a (Rick) Shipley and gpt a chance to 
pitch," JOllessaid. 
Hokanson said the faet that the 
Salukis have six seni ... pitchers on this 
season's roster played a part in his 
decision to come to SIU-C. 
Providence coach Jaime Garcia, who 
also is a pitching coach in the Chicago 
White Sox rookie league, said 
HokaDSOD is continuing to improve. 
"Mark is just beginning to un-
derstand his ability," Garcia said. 
"His fastball, which is above aVenlge 
DOW, will continue to improve as Mark 
matures. I think he is going to be an 
outstanding college pitcher." 
Last week, the Salukis signed Du 
Quoin native Tim Davis, a 5-foot-l0, 
l7o-pound junior college second 
baseman from John A. Logan. 
In his four semesters, he bas batted 
.409, .412, .3911 and now is hitting .378. 
"Davis is one of the best position 
players to come out of Southern Dlinois 
m some time," John A. Logan coach 
Jerry Halsted said. "He runs well, has 
good strength and is just a good all-
around athlete. I think he can step right 
in at SIU and start." 
Three sign 
with women's 
golf team 
ay Steven Welsh 
Staff Writer 
The women's golf team bas 
signed three high school 
recruits, including one stan-
dout from Southern Illinois. 
Gina Giacone of Benton 
chose SIU-C over Missouri, 
Kentucky and Vanderbilt. She 
won Illinois High School 
Association Regional and 
Sectional titles this fall and 
placed 15th in the IHSA Girls 
State Tournament. 
Giacone was class 
valedictorian at Benton High 
School with a perfect 5.0 grade 
point average. She has not 
decided on a major. 
Giacone's uncle, Larry 
Giacone, played golf at SIU-C 
from 1972-76. Her parents also 
"reSnJ-e gt:aduates. 
The Salukis also signed Anne 
Childress of Noblesville, Ind. 
Childre;.s is a three-time All-
Conference pick and was 
Nobleville High's team MVP 
this year. 
Childress has plenty of 
tournament experience. She 
played in the 1986 Women's 
Western Tournament, where 
she qualified for the Cham-
pionship Flight and the 1987 
PGA Junior National 
Championship. She also took 
first at the 1986 Nobleville 
Mayor's Cup and was the 1985 
Indianapolis Juniors Girls 
Champion. 
Another Indiana na tive 
signing with the team is 
Deborah Minton of Marion. 
Minton was an All-Conference 
pick the last two years for 
Marion High and was a runner-
up for medalist honors in the 
1986 State tournament. She 
was named team MVP in 1987. 
Tennis team faces 
Racers today 
Staff Photo oy Kurt Stamp 
O. SIlJ-C lost the first game 5-2, but won the 
second thanks to a triple by qaebe. 
The men's tennis team will 
try to extend its winning 
streak to nine dual matches in 
a row when it takes on the 
Murray State Racers at 2 p.m. 
today at the University Tennis 
Courts. 
The Salukis scored their fJJ'St 
run without the benefit of a hit. 
Chuck Verschoore was hit by a 
pitch to lead off the third. He 
stole second and went to third 
when the catcher's throw 
sailed into center field. Matt 
Giegling brought Verschoore 
home with a ground out to 
fi.-·st. 
In the fifth, Dale Meyer 
knocked in the Salukis' second 
run with a base hit to score 
Verschoore from second. 
Missouri-St. Louis game rescheduled 
The Salllkis, who have not 
competed since whipping the 
University of Evansville April 
12, take a record of 15-12 mto 
today's action. SIU-C beat the 
Racers in Murray, Ky., earlier 
this spring. 
EIU pitcher Mike Murrie (1-
4 i took the loss after earning a 
save in the first game. 
SIU-C is 25-14 and Eastern 
Illinois is ll-IB. 
The Salukis' eome-from-
Today's Saluki baseball game against 
Missouri-St. Louis bas been postponed and 
rescheduled for 2 p.m. March 15 at Abe Martin 
Field. 
"(MissJUri-St. Louis) was getting ann weary 
and didn't have quite enough pitchers," Saluki 
coach Itchy Jooes said. ~'They ealled up and 
said the}': wouldn't be very respectable. We 
thought if they had to make a change, we'd 
See WIN, 'age 23 makea change. 
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"It's good because it gives us another game 
after finals and before th~ (Missouri Valley) 
tournament," he said. 
The Louisville series, which was rained out 
April 1-2, is resheduled as a doubleheader for 1 
p.m. April 15 at Abe Martin Field. 
The Missouri VaDey Tournament starts May 
19 at the borne field ci the regular season 
champion. 
SIU-C has been successful at 
singles so far, but has had 
problems with its No. 1 doubles 
team, Mickey Maule and 
Fabiano Ramos. 
"It's very important that 
they play better thaD they've 
been playing recenUy," Coach 
Dick LeFevre said 
